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I SWITCHERS & ROUTERS
DIP-31/DIP-31M 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & Computer Graphics Automatic Video

DIP-20 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & VGA Step−In PoE Transmitter with Ethernet,
RS−232 & Stereo Audio over Extended−Reach HDBaseT

The DIP-31/DIP-31M are 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) automatic switchers for HDMI, VGA, Ethernet, data
and unbalanced audio signals. They support various modes of input selection and transmit the
signal via HDMI cable to a compatible receiver (for example the VS-62H or a display/projector).
The devices are Step-in commanders when connected to a matrix switcher that supports
Step-in over HDMI such as the VS-62H. They also feature RS-232 commands to support monitor/
projector on/off, full room automation and personalization including control of lights, screens,
shades and many other exciting options.

The DIP-20 is an extended reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), HDBaseT transmitter and Step-in commander
for computer graphics video, HDMI, and unbalanced stereo audio embedding and deembedding. The DIP-20 accepts HDMI and PC graphics video input, an Ethernet signal, serial
data, and an unbalanced stereo audio input (that is embedded into the output signal). It
transmits the signal to an HDBaseT (twisted pair) cable to a compatible receiver (for example,
the TP-588D or TP-580RXR).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Powerful Room Automation (DIP-31M) - Web pages control automation of room lights, shades

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

Switchers

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

and devices.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.
Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
HDTV Compatible.
HDCP Compliant - With sources that support HDCP repeater mode.
HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.
Automatic Live Input Detection - Based on video clock presence.
Automatic Input Selection - Based on priority selection or last connected input.
Manual Input Selection.
Step-in Support.
Automatic Analog Audio Detection & Embedding.
Convenient Control - Via Kramer Protocol 3000 and embedded Web pages over a LAN.
RS-232 Command Support.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing
algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

DIP-20 is a PoE (Power over Ethernet) provider and can power compatible PoE acceptors (for
example, TP-588D).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant - Works with sources that support HDCP repeater mode.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.
●● HDBaseT Certified.
●● Automatic Live Input Detection - Based on video clock presence.
●● Automatic Input Selection - Based on manual selection or last connected input.
●● Automatic Analog Audio Detection & Embedding.
●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing

algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.

●● System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K);

up to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.

●● Data Equalization and Reclocking.
●● Local Balanced Audio De-Embedding.
●● Support for Digital Audio Formats.
●● Lockable EDID.
●● Local Step-In Switching - Button & contact closure.
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I SWITCHERS & ROUTERS (continued)
WP-20 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & VGA Step−In PoE Wall−Plate Transmitter with
Ethernet, RS−232 & Stereo Audio over Extended−Reach HDBaseT

VS-211H2 2x1 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 Automatic Standby Switcher

WP-20 is a 4K UHD, HDBaseT active wall plate with step-in auto switcher for HDMI,
VGA and analog audio signals that supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0). The
device has EDID management, easy control options and audio embedding. The unit is a
fully-featured step-in auto-switcher with the convenience and simplicity of a wall plate. Designed
for deployment in any size room, the WP-20 is easy to install with browser-based configuration
and single PoE cable for Ethernet connectivity and powering.

The VS-211H2 is a high-performance automatic switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0
video signals. Offering priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically switches
according to the selected switching scheme based on active video signal detection.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per data channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● Kramer Equalization and re-Klocking Technology.

●● HDCP Compliant - Works with sources that support HDCP repeater mode.

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.

●● HDMI 2.0 & HDCP 2.2 Compliant.

●● Automatic Live Input Detection - Based on video clock presence.

●● 3D Pass-Though.

●● Automatic Input Selection - Based on manual selection or last connected input.

●● DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

●● Automatic Analog Audio Detection & Embedding.
●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing

algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.

●● Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer

distances.

●● Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K); up to 180m

(590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.

●● Lockable EDID.
●● Flexible Control Options - Via Kramer Protocol 3000, Ethernet and embedded Web pages over

RS-232.

●● Digital Audio Format Support.
●● Mounting Option - For wall mounting, use Kramer's OWB-2G.
●● Size - Wall Plate.
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VS-88UT 8x8 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/HDBaseT 2.0 Extended−Reach Matrix
Switcher with PoE & Audio

FEATURES
●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● Audio Level & Balance Support - DSP control.
●● Step-In Over HDMI Technology.
●● HDMI, HDCP and DVI Compliance.
●● HDBaseT Certified - V2.0 support.
●● HDBaseT Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K);

up to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.

●● Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available

at www.kramerav.com/product/VS-88UT.

●● USB Support - USB 1.1 & USB 2.0 (up to 127Mbps) channeled through HDBaseT.
●● Memory Locations - Eight presets for quick access to common configurations.
●● Advanced EDID Management per Input.
●● Active Source & Acceptor Detection.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, 3D, ARC, 7.1 PCM.
●● Kramer reKlocking™ and Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer

distances.

VS-88UT is a high-performance presentation switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, computer
graphics and control signals. The unit switches the video, embeds the audio and outputs
the signal to both an HDMI and an HDBaseT 2.0 with PoE output, as well as outputting to
unbalanced stereo audio.
The VS-88UT includes a master room controller that can operate over Ethernet (LAN) with
control ports that include: one bidirectional RS-485, four RS-232, four IR, four GPI/O, and eight
relay to control a wide variety of AV devices. It includes a KNET™ connector interface that
enables access to the master controller from auxiliary room controllers such as control keypads.
The unit can also provide power to auxiliary room controllers via the KNET™ connectors. The
VS-88UT includes an Ethernet gateway to control and manage remote I/O ports.

●● Kramer Protocol 3000 Support.
●● Firmware Upgrade - Via mini USB, Ethernet or the RS-232 port.
●● Control Options - RS-232 serial commands transmitted by a PC, touch screen system or other

serial controller, Ethernet port via LAN.

●● 1 Ethernet Port - Connects to control gateways for I/O port extending, and controls IP-enabled

controlled devices.

●● 1 K-NET™ Connector - Connects to room control system, either master room controller, or

auxiliary control keypads.

●● K-NET™ Single Link Connection - Provides a single control system cable-connectivity, carrying

both power and control communication.

●● 1 RS-485 & 2 RS-232 Bi-directional Control Ports - Control devices via bi-directional serial control

protocols.

●● 4 IR Emitter Control Ports - Control devices via IR control protocols.
●● 4 GPI/O Control Ports - Control devices via general purpose I/O ports, program-configured as

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

digital input, digital output or analog input interface for controlling sensors, door-locks, audio
volume and light dim level, or lighting control devices.
8 Relay Control Ports - Control devices via relay contact closure, such as scrolling up and down
screens, drapes, shades, and blinds.
Simultaneous IP Control Communication - With up to 15 IP control clients.
Kramer K-Config™ Compatible - Win-based control program easy configuration and upload to
room controller over customer IP network.
Kramer Site-CTRL™ Compatible - Remote customer site control and management over customer
IP network.
IR Sensor & IR Input Ports - Learn commands from IR remotes.
Mini-USB Port - For firmware upgrade technical services.
Standard 19" (2U). Rack "ears" included.
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I SWITCHERS & ROUTERS (continued)
VS-44DT 4x4 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/HDBaseT Extended−Reach PoE Matrix

VS-62DT 6x2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/HDBaseT Long−Reach PoE Matrix Switcher

The VS-44DT is a 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI/HDBaseT matrix switcher for HDMI, HDBaseT and IR
signals. The unit accepts up to four HDMI and IR inputs and routes any or all of them to any or
all of four HDMI or HDBaseT and IR outputs for connection to compatible HDBaseT receivers,
for example, the TP-780RXR, TP-580RXR and TP-588D. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz
(4:2:0) and WUXGA.

The VS-62DT is a 4K60 (4:2:0) HDMI 6x2 matrix switcher. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz
(4:2:0) and WUXGA. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and the output signals are distributed
to HDBaseT with PoE and 4K HDMI.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● HDBaseT Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K); up

●● HDCP 1.4 Support.

Switcher

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VS-44DT.
HDBaseT Extension - Includes Video, Audio, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals.
Outputs - 4 HDBaseT with outputs 1 and 2 having simultaneous HDMI outputs.
PoE Support - PoE provider to HDBaseT receivers such as the TP-588D and TP-780RXR.
HDTV Compatible.
HDCP Compliant.
EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device.
HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus,
DTS-HD® and 7.1 PCM.
Non-Volatile Memory - Stores and recalls preset matrix configurations.
Automatic Output Shutdown - If no input signal is detected after a configurable idle period.
Kramer Protocol 3000 Support.
Lock Button - Prevents unwanted tampering with the settings.
Flexible Control Options - Embedded Web server, RS-232, IR remote (included).
Worldwide Power Supply - 100-240V AC.
Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.

●● HDMI 1.4 Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus,

DTS-HD®, and 7.1 PCM.

●● Routing - Six HDMI inputs can be routed to an HDMI and HDBaseT output.
●● Power-over-Ethernet - Supply of PoE to compatible receivers.
●● EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device per input.
●● Programmable Step-in Functionality - When used together with compatible step-in devices, such

as the SID-X3N and DIP-31 (using an HDMI cable that supports HEC, the HDMI Ethernet Channel).

●● True Video Clock Detection.
●● Advanced Auto AV Switching - Last connected and priority switching modes.
●● Non-Volatile EDID Storage.
●● Kramer reKlocking™ & Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer

distances.

●● Lock Button - Prevents tampering with front panel buttons.
●● Internal Pattern Generator.
●● Kramer Protocol 3000 Support.
●● Static or Dynamic DHCP IP Addressing.
●● Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons, IR remote (included), RS-232, Ethernet, contact

closure, embedded Web server and step-in.

●● Mini-USB Port - For upgrading firmware.
●● Desktop - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-1 adapter.
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VS-611DT 6x1:2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/HDBaseT Extended Reach PoE Auto Switcher

VS-211UHD/VS-411UHD 2x1/4x1 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Auto Switchers

I VS-211UHD

The VS-611DT is a high-performance automatic switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI video
signals. The unit automatically switches to a predefined or last connected input whenever the
currently active video signal is interrupted or a higher-priority video signal is introduced. The
output signal is distributed to PoE HDBaseT and 4K HDMI outputs smultaneously.

The VS-211UHD and VS-411UHD are automatic switchers for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and analog
audio signals. The VS-211UHD/VS-411UHD units automatically switch one of two/four HDMI
inputs to a predefined or last connected input whenever the currently active video signal is
interrupted or whenever a higher-priority video signal is detected. They also support Kramer’s
Step-in over HDMI technology.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● Step-In Over HDMI Technology.

●● HDCP and HDMI Compliant.

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, Ethernet, ARC, 7.1 PCM.

●● Active Switching - Selectable manual or fast auto switching according to last connected or

●● Step-in Support.
●● Automatic Input Detection & Selection.
●● Auto-Power Off - When no HDMI input for 30 seconds (selectable).
●● HDCP On/Off Switching.
●● EDID Configuration Options.

preset priority.

●● Compliance - HDMI 1.4, HDCP 1.4 and DVI 1.0.
●● HDMI 1.4 Support - Deep Color, 3D, 7.1 PCM, ARC (supported on Input 1 only).
●● HDMI ARC De-embedding - From output to balanced stereo audio line, uncompressed.
●● Automatic Video Input Detection & Selection.

●● Selectable Switching - Manual or fast auto-switching according to last connected or preset

●● Auto Power Off - When no HDMI input for 10 seconds (selectable).

●●

●● EDID Configuration Options.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

priority.
Full HDBaseT Certification - Including bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet, IR and POE.
POE Source for HDBaseT.
Contact Closure - For remote manual switching override.
HDMI ARC De-Embedding - From output to balanced stereo audio line, uncompressed.
Firmware Upgrade - Over mini-USB, RS-232 or RJ-45 Web page.
Varied Control Options - Front panel keyboard, HDBaseT Ethernet, RS-232 (with K-Link support
for HDBaseT), IR.
Built-in Web Server.
Software Support - For Protocol 3000, K-Router Plus, EDID Designer, K-Upload.
Desktop - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-1 adapter.

●● Selectable HDCP Switching.
●● Default EDID.
●● Contact Closure - For remote manual switching override.
●● Audio Embedding/De-embedding.
●● Analog Audio Input Per Port.
●● Lock Button - To prevent tampering.
●● Firmware Upgrade - Over RS-232, mini-USB.
●● Software Support - Protocol 3000, EDID Designer, K-Upload via RS-232.
●● Varied Control Options - Front panel buttons, contact closure, IR, RS-232 Protocol 3000.
●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack

adapter.
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I SWITCHERS & ROUTERS (continued)
VS-42UHD 4x2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Automatic Matrix Switcher

VS-44UHDA/VS-88UHDA 4x4/8x8 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Matrix Switchers with
Embedded/De−embedded Audio

I VS-44UHDA

The VS-42UHD is a high-quality, 4x2 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals. It reclocks
and equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or both outputs simultaneously.

VS-44UHDA and VS-88UHDA are high-quality 4x4/8x8 matrix switchers for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0)
HDMI signals and embedded/de-embedded analog audio. They reclock and equalize the signals
and can route any one of four/eight HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all
outputs simultaneously. The switchers support audio inputs that can be routed to any of the
outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● HDCP Compliant

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● True Video Clock Detection.

●● Audio Level & Balance Support.

●● Automatic Switching Modes - Last connected and priority switching.

●● Embedded Pattern Generator - With selectable patterns.

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus,

●● Step-In Over HDMI Technology.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

DTS-HD®, and 7.1 PCM.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing
algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.
Programmable Step-in Functionality - When used with compatible step-in devices, such as the
SID-X3N (using an HDMI cable that supports HEC, the HDMI Ethernet Channel).
Non-Volatile EDID Storage.
Kramer reKlocking™ & Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Static or Dynamic DHCP IP Addressing.
Embedded Web Pages - Provide remote configuration and operation.
Lock Button - Prevents tampering with the front panel buttons.
Kramer Protocol 3000.
Versatile Control Options - RS-232, Ethernet, infrared remote control, optional remote IR receiver.
Desktop - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-1 adapter.
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●● HDMI, HDCP and DVI Compliance.
●● Selectable HDCP per Input.
●● Memory Locations - Eight presets for quick access to common configurations.
●● Advanced EDID Management per Input.
●● Active Source & Acceptor Detection.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, 3D, ARC, 7.1 PCM.
●● Kramer reKlocking™ and Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer

distances.

●● Lock Button - To prevent tampering.
●● Kramer Protocol 3000 Support
●● Firmware Upgrade - Via mini USB, Ethernet or the RS-232 port.
●● Control Options - RS-232 serial commands transmitted by a PC, touch screen system or other

serial controller, Ethernet port via LAN.

●● Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.

VS-62H 6x2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Automatic Matrix Switcher

VS-62HA 6x2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/Audio Automatic Matrix Switcher

The VS-62H is a high-quality, 6x2 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals. It reclocks
and equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or both outputs simultaneously. It
supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

The VS-62HA is a high-quality matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and analog audio
signals that employs advanced auto switching schemes and control options. It reclocks and
equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or both outputs simultaneously. It
supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● HDCP Compliant.

●● HDCP Compliant.

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus,

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus,

●●

●● EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

DTS-HD®, and 7.1 PCM.
EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device.
Programmable Step-In Functionality - When used in conjunction with compatible step-in devices,
such as the SID-X3N (using an HDMI cable that supports HEC, the HDMI Ethernet Channel).
True Video Clock Detection.
Auto Switching Option - For either or both outputs, last-connected or priority switching.
Non-Volatile EDID Storage.
Kramer reKlocking™ & Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Lock Button - Prevents unwanted tampering with the front panel.
Internal Pattern Generator.
Kramer Protocol 3000 Support.
Embedded Web Pages - Provide remote configuration and operation.
Static or Dynamic DHCP IP Addressing.
Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons, IR remote (included), optional external remote
IR receiver, RS-232, Ethernet, contact closure, embedded Web server.
USB Port - For upgrading firmware.
Desktop - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-1 adapter.

DTS-HD®, and 7.1 PCM.

●● Advanced Auto AV Switching Option - For either or both outputs, last-connected or priority

switching, manual override mode to allow intuitive controller-free operation.

●● Audio Routing - Independent (breakaway) audio routing of embedded HDMI and analog audio

content to two balanced audio ports.

●● Programmable Step-In over HDMI Functionality - When used in conjunction with compatible

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

step-in devices, such as the SID-X3N and DIP-31 (using an HDMI cable that supports HEC, the
HDMI Ethernet Channel).
True Video Clock Detection.
Non-Volatile EDID Storage.
Kramer reKlocking™ & Equalization Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Lock Button - Prevents unwanted tampering with the front panel.
Internal Pattern Generator.
Embedded Web Pages - Provide remote configuration and operation.
Static or Dynamic DHCP IP Addressing.
Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons, IR remote (included), optional external remote
IR receiver, RS-232, Ethernet, buttons and LED over contact closure, embedded Web server,
Kramer Protocol 3000 support.
PRODUCT DIRECTORY 2017
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I SWITCHERS & ROUTERS (continued)
VS-1616DN 2x2 to 16x16 Modular 4K60 4:2:0 Multi−Format Digital Matrix

Switcher

HDBT7-IN2-F16/HDBT7-OUT2-F16 2−Input/Output 4K60 4:2:0 Long Reach

HDBaseT Cards

The VS-1616DN is a high-performance 2x2
to 16x16 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) modular matrix
switcher chassis for AV signals. The unit is
a multi-format digital switcher, populated
from 2x2 to 16x16 in increments of two
inputs and/or two outputs. The chassis
includes optional dual, redundant power
supplies, a control module and a test
module that can monitor and test any input
and output in the matrix.

HDBT7-IN2-F16/HDBT7-OUT2-F16 are two-channel 4K, long reach,
HDBaseT input and output cards for the VS-1616D Modular MultiFormat Digital Matrix Switcher. The HDBT7-IN2-F16 inputs two long
reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional RS-232 and IR from the line
to the chassis and the HDBT7-OUT2-F16 outputs two 4K long reach
HDBaseT, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals from the chassis to the
line.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Kramer Core™ - FLEXIBLE INFRASTRUCTURE CONVERSION! Copper, Fiber or Twisted Pair -

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91 Gbps (2.97 Gbps per graphic channel).

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

all can be used at the same time, according to input/output module selection. The matrix
receives signals from compatible Kramer transmitters, automatically converts between available
infrastructure options and sends the signals to compatible Kramer receivers. Kramer Core™
solution is the ultimate in versatility!
Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel) when using compatible cards.
HDTV Compatible.
HDCP Compliant - With DVI (HDCP), HDMI, F670, HDBaseT, HDMI with audio and DGKat modules.
HDMI Support.
DGKat™ Signal Integration - Kramer’s unique technology for converting TMDS as well as control
and communication to signals that run over twisted pair cables.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VS-1616DN.
Kramer Equalization & re‑Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Optional Fast Switching Support - For fraction of a second switching.
Modular & Easily Configurable Platform - Input or output module types can be mixed and added
in increments of 2 from 2x2 up to 16x16.
Available Modules - DVI, HDMI, HDCP (HDMI over DVI connector), Dual Link DVI, HDMI over
Fiber, DVI over Fiber, HDBaseT, HDBaseT Lite, HDMI with analog audio interface, HDMI with
digital audio interface, VGA and DGKat (HDMI over twisted pair).
Protocol 3000 Support.
Flexible Configuration - To disable HDCP support and convert between HDMI and DVI.
Default EDID - For each input.
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●● Max. Range - 70m (230ft).
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● Bidirectional RS-232 and IR per Port.
●● Kramer Equalization and re-Klocking Technology.

UHDA-IN2-F16/UHDA-OUT2-F16 2−Input/Output 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI with

Selectable Analog Audio Cards

UHD-IN2-F16/UHD-OUT2-F16 2−Input/Output 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Cards
UHD-IN/OUT2-F16 are two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI input and
output cards for the VS-1616D Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix
Switcher. The UHD-IN2-F16 inputs two HDMI signals into the chassis
and the UHD-OUT2-F16 outputs two HDMI signals from the chassis.

UHDA-IN2-F16/UHDA-OUT2-F16 are two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI
with analog audio input and output cards for the VS-1616D Modular
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The UHDA-IN2-F16 inputs two 4K
HDMI signals with optional embedding/de-embedding of unbalanced
stereo audio to the chassis. The UHDA-OUT2-F16 outputs two 4K HDMI
signals with de-embedded/embedded unbalanced stereo audio from
the chassis. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per graphics channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, ARC, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, DTS-HD®,

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, DTS-HD®, and

●●

●● ARC Support.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

and 7.1 PCM.
Analog Audio Embedding/De-embedding - On the same jack and ARC on the upper port.
HDTV Compatible.
HDCP Compliant.
3D Pass-Through.
EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device.
Kramer Equalization and re-Klocking Technology.
Range - 15m (45ft).

7.1 PCM.

●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● Kramer Equalization and re-Klocking Technology.
●● Range - 15m (45ft).
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I SCALERS
VP-426H2 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 / VGA Scaler

VP-427H2 4K60 4:4:4 HDMI HDCP 2.2 Receiver/Scaler with Ethernet, RS−232,
IR, & Stereo Audio over Extended−Reach HDBaseT

VP-426H2 is a high-performance digital scaler for HDMI and computer graphics/HDTV signals.
The unit up- or down-scales computer graphics and HDTV signals to resolutions up to 4Kx2K.
28 output resolutions and native are supported. The user selects the computer graphics/HDTV
or HDMI input and the scaled output is sent to both the computer graphics and HDMI outputs.

The Kramer VP-427H2 is a high-performance receiver/scaler for long-reach HDBaseT twisted
pair, HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals. The unit receives an HDBaseT signal that it
converts to HDMI and passes Ethernet, IR and RS-232 signals, as well as an unbalanced stereo
audio signal. It up- or down-scales the picture to match the resolution of the HDMI monitor.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Output Resolution (HDMI) - Up- and down-scales up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Standards Compliance - HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2/1.4.

●● Max. Input Resolution (HDBaseT) - HDBaseT input resolution up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● EDID Handling - Reading and storage of acceptor's EDID.

●● HDMI 2.0 Support.

●● Inputs - VGA (RGBHV), Component (YPrPr) or HDMI.

●● HDCP 1.4 & 2.2 Compliant.

●● Outputs - Simultaneous RGBHV and HDMI.

●● Reads & Stores EDID of Acceptor.

●● Input Auto-Scanning.

●● HDBaseT Input and HDMI Output.

●● Constant Sync - Maintains sync on the output, even if input video signal is lost or interrupted.

●● Audio Support - Embedded and analog (supporting LPCM 2CH) for the output.

●● Analog/Embedded Audio Support - For inputs and outputs.

●● Ethernet Tunneling - Passes data between HDBaseT and Ethernet ports.

●● Built-in ProcAmp - For convenient signal adjustment.

●● Bidirectional RS-232 - For embedding/de-embedding control commands in the HDBaseT data

●● On-Screen Display (OSD) - For easy setup and adjustment, accessible via the front-panel buttons.
●● Non-Volatile Memory - Retains last settings used.
●● Freeze Button.
●● Contact Closure - For remote switching of sources.
●● USB Port - For upgrading firmware.
●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack

adapter.

stream.

●● Infrared I/O Ports - For controlling devices over the HDBaseT data stream.
●● Built-in ProcAmp - For convenient video signal adjustment.
●● On-Screen Display (OSD) - For easy setup and adjustment, accessible via the front-panel buttons.
●● Constant Sync - Maintains sync on the output, even if input video signal is lost or interrupted.
●● System Range - Up to 100m (328ft) at 4K.
●● Non-Volatile Memory - Retains the last settings.
●● Freeze Button.
●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack

adapter.
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VP-440H2 HQUltra 4K60 4:2:0/HDBaseT & Legacy Presentation Switcher/
Scaler with Ultra−Fast Input Switching

VP-796/VP-796A/VP-796ASV HQUltra 4K60 4:2:0/HDBaseT & Legacy
Presentation Switcher/Scaler with Ultra−Fast Input Switching

I VP-796

The VP-440H2 is a high-performance 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) presentation scaler/switcher with one
HDBaseT/POE, three HDMI and one computer graphics (VGA) inputs. The unit scales the video,
embeds the audio and outputs the signal to an HDMI output and an HDBaseT simultaneously.
The unit includes analog and embedded audio inputs and outputs.

VP-796/VP-796A/VP-796ASV is a family of universal 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) presentation
scaler-switchers for HDMI, DisplayPort, HDBaseT, VGA, composite and DVI-U video signals. Their
HQUltraFast technology switches in typically a quarter of a second. VP-796A includes all the
previous features and adds analog audio. VP-796ASV further includes H.264 streaming video.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● PixPerfect™ Scaling Technology - Kramer’s precision pixel mapping and high-quality scaling

●● HQUltra Scaling - Low-latency, 4K best-in-class, proprietary scaling algorithms.

technology.

●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDBaseT Certified.
●● System Range - For the HDBT inputs and outputs, extended reach of up to 100m (330ft) using
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Kramer recommended cables.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available at
www.kramerav.com/product/VP-440H2.
Supports Input Power Over Ethernet
Max. VGA Resolution - 1920 x 1200 @60Hz.
Max. Resolutions - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
Multiple Aspect Ratio Selections - Full, best fit, overscan, underscan, letter box and panscan.
Built-in ProcAmp - Color, hue, sharpness, noise, contrast and brightness.
Constant Output Sync - No output disruption while switching between inputs when no video is
detected.
Powerful Audio Features - Via DSP technology including audio equalization, mixing, delay, etc.
Auto Input Switching - Last connected & auto-scan, selectable.
Audio - Unbalanced stereo and embedded audio for HDMI/HDBT with individual input level controls.
Companion AFV (Audio-Follow-Video) - Stereo audio for HDMI and PC inputs, on 3.5mm mini jacks.
Microphone Input - For mixing, switching or talk-over.
HDBaseT Tunneling - Supports full HDBT tunneling of Ethernet and RS-232 data.

●● HQUltraFast Switching - Proprietary technology for typical 0.25 second input channel switching.
●● H.264 1080p Streaming Video Input (VP-796ASV) - Via network port.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● Ease of Setup - Front panel jog-wheel and LCD display for fast easy set-up in the field.
●● Color Calibration - For all source types including RGB controls, saturation & hue.
●● Pan-Tilt-Zoom Control.
●● Built-in Test Patterns - For easy projector setup.
●● Supports Customized Video Logo.
●● Flexible Aspect Ratio Conversion.
●● Audio Handling - Audio de-embed from H.264 streaming (VP-796ASV), HDMI, DisplayPort, and

●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

HDBaseT inputs to analog (VP-796A, VP-796ASV), and S/PDIF; re-embed to HDMI and HDBaseT
outputs.
Analog Audio (VP-796A, VP-796ASV) - Up to 8 unbalanced stereo inputs, two microphone inputs
with phantom power and an audio mixer.
Speaker Outputs (VP-796A, VP-796ASV) - Stereo power amplifier supporting 15W+15W RMS
loudspeaker outputs, separate stereo balanced line level audio outputs for external amplifier
systems.
Multiple Outputs - For local monitoring of live output feed.
Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons and jog wheel with LCD, RS-232, Ethernet with
built-in Web pages and via API.
USB Connectors - For firmware upgrading.
Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.
PRODUCT DIRECTORY 2017
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I SCALERS (continued)
VP-797A/VP-797ASV HQUltra 12−Input 4K60 4:2:0 HDBaseT & Legacy

Presentation Switcher/Scaler with Ultra−Fast Input Switching, Analog Audio,
3G HD−SDI, Genlock

VP-798ASV HQUltra 12−Input 4K60 4:2:0 HDBaseT & Legacy Presentation

Switcher/Scaler with Ultra−Fast Input Switching, Analog Audio, 3G HD−SDI,
Genlock, H.264 Streaming Input & LED Videowall Scaling

I VP-797A

The VP-797A/VP-797ASV are universal 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) presentation scaler-switchers for HDMI,
DisplayPort, HDBaseT, VGA, composite, DVI-U, 3G HD-SDI and analog audio. Its HQUltraFast
technology switches in typically a quarter of a second. The VP-797ASV includes all features of
the VP-797A and adds H.264 video streaming.

The VP-798ASV is a universal 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) presentation scaler-switcher for HDMI,
DisplayPort, HDBaseT, VGA, composite, DVI-U, 3G HD-SDI, H.264 streaming input signals and
analog audio. Its HQUltraFast technology switches in typically a quarter of a second.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● HQUltra Scaling - Low-latency, 4K best-in-class, proprietary scaling algorithms.

●● HQUltra Scaling - Low-latency, 4K best-in-class, proprietary scaling algorithms.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) inputs and outputs.
●● HQUltraFast Switching - Proprietary technology for typical 0.25 second input channel switching.
●● Picture-in Picture.
●● Multiple Outputs - For local monitoring of live output feed.
●● H.264 1080p Streaming Video Input (VP-797ASV) - Via network port.
●● Color Calibration - For all source types including RGB controls, saturation & hue.
●● Flexible Aspect Ratio Conversion.
●● Pan-Tilt-Zoom Control.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● Supports Customized Video Logo.
●● Built-in Test Patterns - For easy projector setup.
●● Speaker Outputs - Stereo power amplifier supporting 15W+15W RMS loudspeaker outputs, separate
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

stereo balanced line level audio outputs for external amplifier systems.
Analog Audio - Up to 8 unbalanced stereo inputs, two microphone inputs with phantom power
and an audio mixer.
Audio Handling - Audio de-embed from H.264 streaming (VP-797ASV), 3G HD-SDI, HDMI, DisplayPort,
and HDBaseT inputs to analog and S/PDIF; re-embed to 3G HD-SDI, HDMI and HDBaseT outputs.
Ease of Setup - Front panel jog-wheel and LCD display for fast easy set-up in the field.
Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons and jog wheel with LCD, RS-232, Ethernet with built-in
Web pages and via API.
USB Connectors - For upgrading firmware.
Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.

●● HQUltraFast Switching - Proprietary technology for typical 0.25 second input channel switching.
●● H.264 1080p Streaming Video Input - Via network port.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● Genlock Input - For live events and professional broadcast installations.
●● Ease of Setup - Front panel jog-wheel and LCD display for fast easy set-up in the field.
●● Color Calibration - For all source types including RGB controls, saturation & hue.
●● Pan-Tilt-Zoom Control.
●● LED Videowall Scaling.
●● Built-in Test Patterns - For easy projector setup.
●● Supports Customized Video Logo.
●● Flexible Aspect Ratio Conversion.
●● Audio Handling - Audio de-embed from H.264 streaming, 3G HD-SDI, HDMI, DisplayPort, and

HDBaseT inputs to analog and S/PDIF; re-embed to 3G HD-SDI, HDMI and HDBaseT outputs.

●● Analog Audio - Up to 8 unbalanced stereo inputs, two microphone inputs with phantom power

and an audio mixer.

●● Speaker Outputs - Stereo power amplifier supporting 15W+15W RMS loudspeaker outputs, separate

stereo balanced line level audio outputs for external amplifier systems.

●● Picture-in Picture.
●● Multiple Outputs - For local monitoring of live output feed.
●● Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons and jog wheel with LCD, RS-232, Ethernet with built-in

Web pages and via API.

●● USB Connectors - For firmware upgrading.
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VP-778 8−Input ProScale™ Presentation Matrix Switcher/Dual Scaler with

VP-772 4K30 UHD DVI (HDCP) ProScale Presentation Matrix Switcher/Dual

Seamless Video Cuts and 4K30 UHD Output Support

Scaler with FX

VP-778 is a presentation matrix switcher/scaler that can be configured as a single 4K output
(4K@30Hz UHD [3840x2160]) or dual HD scaler with full PiP capabilities. It can scale to two
independent HDMI outputs, each with a parallel HDBaseT output. VP-778 includes both
analog and embedded audio inputs and outputs and audio DSP features. It also features two
microphone inputs and digital & analog balanced stereo and amplified speaker outputs. VP-778
can be controlled using built-in web pages, RS-232 and IR.

The VP-772 is an eight-input high-quality 4K30 UHD (3840x2160) dual scaler with special effect
transitions for the rental and staging and the live events market and for other applications
where a dual-scaler is needed. It features DVI-U inputs (including analog, DVI and HDMI
support) and balanced stereo audio. The unit scales and processes the selected video and
audio inputs, and outputs to two independent DVI-I outputs (program and preview) together
with two balanced stereo audio outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Pix Perfect™ Scaling - State-of-the-art Kramer technology.

●● PixPerfect™ Scaling Technology - Kramer’s extremely high performance, state-of-the-art scaling

●● K-IIT XL™ Picture-in-Picture Image Insertion Technology - Ultra-stable picture-in-picture,
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

picture-and-picture and split-screen.
Seamless Video Switching - Swap or follow (transition type) and cut or fade (transition effect).
Dual Scalers - “Live” seamless transitions with two independent outputs.
8 Input Buttons per Channel.
Main and PiP Window Customization - In overlay mode.
Projection Setups - Front, back, ceiling front and ceiling back.
Output Resolutions - 4K@30Hz UHD (3840x2160) in single-window mode, HDTV and computer
graphics resolutions with selectable refresh rates.
Inputs - Choice of HDMI, VGA, YUV, or CV on two DVI-U inputs, 4 HDMI and 2 HDBaseT inputs.
Two Programmable User Buttons - For passing serial commands.
Serial Comms Matrix - Up to eight sets of configurable unidirectional connections for passing serial
data from source to destination.
HDBaseT™ Technology - Max. data rate of 6.75Gbps (2.25Gbps per graphic channel).
System Range (HDBaseT™) - Up to 130m (430ft) in normal mode; up to 180m (590ft) in ultra-mode
(1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available at
www.kramerav.com/product/VP-778.
Audio - Balanced stereo audio inputs, two unbalanced microphone inputs, digital stereo and
balanced stereo outputs, input/output audio level adjustment, and audio DSP.

●●

●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

technology with extensive high-quality pull-down and de-interlacing algorithms, and full up-and
down-scaling of the video inputs.
K-IIT XL™ Picture-in-Picture Image Insertion Technology - Ultra-stable picture-in-picture, pictureand-picture, and split screen capability. Any video source can be inserted into or positioned next
to any other video source with full window positioning and sizing controls.
Seamless Video Switching - With cuts or built-in special effect transitions, including horizontal,
vertical, diagonal circle and chessboard wipes, cross-fading, and more.
Dual Scalers - For “live” seamless transitions from one source to another with two independent
outputs: a PREVIEW OUT and a PROGRAM OUT. The PREVIEW output, including an OSD menu
for making adjustments, is used for determining how the scaled output looks before displaying
live during a presentation.
8 Preview Input Buttons - For switching a selected input to the PREVIEW output and 8 PROGRAM
input buttons for switching a selected input to the PROGRAM output.
Output Resolutions - Up to 4K30 UHD (3840x2160) for single output mode (non-dual scaler);
HDTV and computer graphics resolutions with selectable refresh rates.
Multi-Format Operation - Selectable HDMI, VGA, YUV or CV on each DVI-U input and VGA or
HDMI on each DVI-I output.
Audio-Follow-Video & Breakaway Options.
Advanced De-interlacing Functions - Including 3D comb filtering, film mode, diagonal correction
and motion detection.
Multiple Aspect Ratio Selections - Follow input, follow output, best fit, letterbox.
PRODUCT DIRECTORY 2017
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I SCALERS (continued)
VP-732 10−input ProScale™ Presentation Matrix Switcher/4K30 UHD Scaler

VP-733 12−input ProScale™ Presentation Matrix Switcher/4K30 UHD Scaler

The VP-732 is a 10-input presentation switcher/dual scaler with four HDMI, two DisplayPort
and four user-definable (universal) analog video inputs. It up- and down-scales to selectable
graphics or HDTV output resolutions to preview and program outputs (up to 4K30 UHD on the
program output) and provides ultra-fast fade-thru-black switching between sources. VP-732
supports analog and embedded audio inputs and outputs and includes rich audio functionality
and a stereo loudspeaker output.

VP-733 is a 12-input Presentation Matrix Switcher/Dual Scaler for a wide variety of
presentation and multimedia applications. The VP-733 has HDMI, DisplayPort, HDBaseT and
user-definable (universal) analog video inputs (each can be set as computer graphics, composite
video, s-Video (Y/C) or component video). It up- or down-scales to selectable output resolutions
up to 4K and provides glitch-free switching between sources through fast FTB™ (fade-thru-black)
switching technology. Independent Program and Preview outputs are available simultaneously,
or the unit can be configured for PIP, with all outputs mirrored. Outputs are available on 2x
HDMI, HDBaseT, DP, and a 15-pin-HD computer graphics video connector. Rich audio support
is also included, with digital audio embedding and de-embedding, as well as 10 analog stereo
inputs and analog, S/PDIF, and speaker outputs.

with Preview & Program Outputs

FEATURES
●● Kramer’s PixPerfect™ Scaling Technology.
●● Fast Fade-Thru-Black (FTB™) Switching.

with Preview & Program Outputs and Legacy, Digital and HDBaseT I/Os

●● K-IIT XL™ Picture-in-Picture Image Insertion Technology.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDTV Compatible.

FEATURES

●● Dual Scalers with Independent Outputs.

●● PixPerfect™ Scaling - Kramer’s precision pixel mapping and high-quality scaling technology.

●● 10 Program & 10 Preview/PIP Input Select Buttons - For quick selection of the program/preview/
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

PIP source.
Output Resolutions - With selectable refresh rates: up to 4K30 UHD on the program output, 720p
on the preview output.
Scaled Video Outputs - On 2 HDMI, 1 DP and 1 15-pin HD computer graphics connectors.
Multiple Aspect Ratio Selections.
Analog Audio Inputs - 10 on 3.5mm connectors.
Audio Breakaway and Audio-Follow-Video Support.
Selectable Audio Delay.
Embed/De-embed Audio - On the HDMI and DisplayPort inputs and outputs.
Advanced Noise Reduction Features.
Powerful Audio Features - With DSP technology including audio equalization, mixing, delay and so on.
Stereo Speaker Output - 10W per channel into 8Ω, on a 4-pin terminal block connector.
Built-in Video Proc-Amp - Color, hue, sharpness, contrast, and brightness are set individually for
each input.

●● Fast Fade-Thru-Black (FTB™) Switching - Clean and fast, fade to black for smooth, constant sync

glitch-free switching.

●● K-IIT XL™ Picture-in-Picture Image Insertion Technology - Ultra stable picture-in-picture, picture-

and-picture, and split screen capability.

●● Dual Scalers - With independent outputs.
●● Output Resolutions - Up to 4K@30Hz on the program output, up to 720p on the preview output.
●● 12 Video Inputs - 4 HDMI, 4 universal analog, 2 DisplayPort, 2 HDBaseT.
●● Multiple Computer Graphics Output Resolutions - Including a user-defined output resolution.
●● Powerful Audio Features - Via DSP technology including audio equalization, mixing and delay.
●● Speaker Output - 10W per channel into 8Ω, on a 4-pin terminal block connector.
●● Input Auto-Switching & Auto-Scanning.
●● Efficient Power-Saving Features.
●● User-Friendly AP - For text overlay support.
●● USB Port - For downloading splash-screen logo and storing/downloading machine configurations.
●● Various Control Options - RS-232 serial commands transmitted by a touch screen system, PC, or

other serial controller, infrared remote control transmitter, Ethernet using built-in Web pages.
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VP-734 7−input ProScale™ Presentation Switcher/4K30 UHD Scaler

VP-510 4K to 2K Down-Converter

The VP-734 is a 7-input presentation switcher/scaler with four HDMI, one DisplayPort and two
user-definable (universal) analog video inputs. It up- and down-scales to selectable graphics or
HDTV output resolutions (up to 4K30 UHD) and provides fast fade-thru-black switching between
sources. VP-734 supports analog and embedded audio inputs and outputs and includes rich
audio functionality and a stereo loudspeaker output.

The VP-510 is a down-converter for 4K UHD HDMI signals. The unit takes a 4K resolution
input, provides a loop output and down-converts it to 2K resolution. It allows the use of legacy
equipment with 4K signals (23.98Hz to 30Hz).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Kramer’s PixPerfect™ Scaling Technology - Kramer’s precision pixel mapping and high quality scaling

●● HDMI Signal Downscaling - From 4K UHD to 2K/1080p.

●●

●● HDMI Signal Bypass - For non-4K resolutions.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

technology.
Fast Fade-Thru-Black (FTB™) Switching - For smooth, glitch-free switching. The output signal provides
constant sync so the display never glitches.
HDTV Compatible. HDCP Compliant.
Output Resolutions - With selectable refresh rates: up to 4K30 UHD.
Scaled Video Outputs - HDMI and 15-pin HD computer graphics.
Multiple Aspect Ratio Selections.
Scales & Zooms.
7 Stereo Analog Audio Inputs - On 3.5mm connectors.
Embed/De-embed Audio - On the HDMI and DisplayPort inputs and output.
Advanced Noise Reduction Features.
Powerful Audio Features.
Stereo Speaker Output - 10W per channel into 8Ω, on a 4-pin terminal block connector.
Built-in Video Proc-Amp - Color, hue, sharpness, contrast, and brightness are set individually for each
input.
Firmware Upgrade - Ethernet-based, via a user-friendly software upgrade tool.
OSD (On-Screen Display) - For user-friendly control and adjustments.
Advanced EDID Management.
AP for Text Overlay Support.
USB Port.
Non-Volatile Memory - Saves final settings and setup configurations.
Flexible Control Options - Front panel buttons, IR remote control, RS-232, Ethernet with Web browser.

●● Resolution Support - 4K@24Hz 4096×2160p and 4K@24/25/30Hz 3840×2160p.
●● HDMI Looping Input.
●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, DTS-HD® and

7.1 PCM.

●● DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.
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I COLLABORATION
VIA Campus Wireless Presentation & Collaboration for Education, Training or

VIA Collage 4K Wireless Presentation & Collaboration Solution

VIA Campus offers industry leading collaboration and engagement tools that enhance
interactive learning in Education and Corporate Training environments as well as supporting
general wireless connectivity and collaboration for virtually any environment. From any laptop
or mobile device, students, teachers or any in-room meeting participant can view the main
display, edit documents together in real time, share any size file, turn the main display into a
digital whiteboard, and more. VIA Campus also lets facilitators use e-polling and e-exams to
easily and instantly measure how much students & trainees are actually learning. VIA Campus
can show up to six user screens on one main display or up to 12 screens on two displays. The
solution features iOS mirroring for MacBook, iPad, iPhone, Windows phone, ChromeBook and
Android mirroring (Lollipop OS 5.0 or newer). Remote students can easily join the class and
collaborate in real time with embedded 3rd-party video conferencing and office apps.

VIA Collage is a wireless presentation and collaboration solution that makes it easier to get
actual work done during meetings. With any laptop or mobile device, users can view, edit
and comment on documents in real time, share files and chat with individuals or multiple
participants simultaneously.
The award-winning VIA Collage is the only wireless solution in the market that can show six
user screens on a single main display and 12 on two displays. Users can also view the main
display on their device. VIA Collage features iOS mirroring for MacBook, iPad, iPhone, Windows
phone, ChromeBook and Android mirroring (Lollipop OS 5.0 or newer).
VIA Collage supports 3rd party conferencing and office apps, such as Microsoft Office®,
Skype®, GotoMeeting®, Lync®, and WebEx®. The solution is ideal for any size meeting room
or classroom.

Any Meeting Environment

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Wireless Device Connectivity - No dongle needed.

●● Wireless Device Connectivity - No dongle needed.

●● Windows 10 Operating System.

●● 60fps Streaming Multimedia - Share HD wireless video streaming.

●● 60fps Streaming Multimedia - Share HD wireless video streaming.

●● Wireless Connection for up to 254 Devices - Utilizing Compatible External Wireless Network.

●● Wireless Connection for up to 254 Devices - Utilizing Compatible External Wireless Network.

●● iOS, Android, ChromeBook Mirroring.

●● iOS, Android, ChromeBook Mirroring.

●● Internal Web Browser - Open any browser to display content.

●● Internal Web Browser - Open any browser to display content.

●● DHCP Support.

●● DHCP Support.

●● 4K Support - Presents 4K content to compatible 4K displays.

●● 4K Support - Present 4K content to compatible 4K displays.

●● HDMI Input.

●● Streaming Input for the Internal Media Player.

●● Streaming Input for the Internal Media Player.

●● Cloud-Based File Sharing - Drag and drop files to the internal VIA cloud storage (60GB).

●● Cloud-Based File Sharing - Drag and drop files to the internal VIA cloud storage (60GB).

●● Whiteboard Support.

●● Whiteboard Support.

●● Control - Give a participant control over a presenter’s PC for true collaboration.

●● Control - Give a participant control over a presenter’s PC for true collaboration.

●● Chat - Send an instant message to another user.

●● Chat - Send an instant message to another user.

●● iCloud Integration.

●● iCloud Integration.

●● View Main Display - View the main display on your own device.

●● View Main Display - View the main display on your own device.

●● Third-Party App Support - Like Microsoft Office®, Skype®, GoToMeeting® and WebEx®.

●● Third-Party App Support - Like Microsoft Office®, Skype®, GoToMeeting® and WebEx®.

●● Icon Shortcuts - On the splash page for 3rd party applications.

●● Icon Shortcuts - On the splash page for 3rd party applications.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
VM-2UX 1:2 4K 12G SDI DA

VM-4UX 1:4 4K 12G SDI DA

The VM-2UX is a compact and high-performance 1:2 4K distributor for standard
broadcast-grade SDI signals up to 12G transmitted data rate. It auto-adapts to data rate of
one SDI input signal, equalizes and re-clocks the signal to improve transmitted signal reach,
and distributes the signal to two identical SDI outputs.

The VM-4UX is a compact and high performance 1:4 4K distributor for standard
broadcast-grade SDI signals up to 12G transmitted data rate. It auto-adapts to the data rate
of one SDI input signal, equalizes and re-clocks the signal to improve transmitted signal reach,
and distributes the signal to four identical SDI outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Reliable Wire Connectivity - Coaxial broadcast-grade cables are reliably connected via lockable

●● Reliable Wire Connectivity - Coaxial broadcast-grade cables are reliably connected via lockable

●●

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

BNC connectors, preventing unintentional wire disconnections, to gain fast and highly
professional uncompressed SDI signals distribution deployments.
Long-reach Input Extension - Input signal equalization and output signal reclocking to gain extra
long-reach signal extension. Using Kramer high-quality coaxial SDI cables, supports extension
of up to 80m (260ft) for 12G 4K signals.
Note: Reach depends on signal resolution, and quality of copper cable used. Reach extension
performance may vary while using non-Kramer coaxial cables.
Transmitted Data Rate - From 270Mbps to 12Gbps data rates.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:2) 30bpp.
SDI Signal Transmission - Auto-adapts to SDI, HD-SDI, 3G HD-SDI, 6G and 12G SDI compliant
signals, supporting pass-through of standard embedded audio channels with ancillary ID and
metadata information.
Easy Installation & Maintenance - Compact Pico TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for small footprint
spaces and over-ceiling mounting, or side-by-side rack mounting. Status indicators for
transmitted SDI data rate of input and output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease
of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT rack
adapter.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

BNC connectors, preventing unintentional wire disconnections, to gain fast and highly
professional uncompressed SDI signals distribution deployments.
Long-reach Input Extension - Input signal equalization and output signals reclocking to gain extra
signal long-reach extension. Using Kramer high-quality coaxial SDI cables, supports extension
of up to 300m (984ft) for SD signals; 200m (656ft) for 1.5G HD signals; 100m (328ft) for 3G and
6G HD signals; 80m (262ft) for 12G 4K signals.
Note: Reach depends on signal resolution, and quality of copper cable used. Reach extension
performance may vary while using non-Kramer coaxial cables.
Transmitted Data Rate - Auto-adapting from 270Mbps to 12Gbps data rates.
Compliance - Complies with SMPTE 259M (SD-SDI), 292M (HD-SDI), 344M (ED-SDI), 424M (3G
HD-SDI), ST-2081 (6G-SDI) and ST-2082 (12G-SDI) standards.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:2) 30bpp.
SDI Signal Transmission - SDI, HD-SDI, 3G HD-SDI, 6G and 12G SDI compliant signals, supporting
pass-through of standard embedded audio channels with ancillary ID and metadata information.
LED Indicators - Status indicators for transmitted SDI data rate of input and output connected
signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact DigiTOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for small footprint spaces and overceiling mounting, or side-by-side rack mounting.
DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS (continued)
VM-8UX 1:8 4K 12G SDI DA

VM-2H2 1:2 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 DA

The VM-8UX is a compact and high performance 1:8 4K distributor for standard
broadcast-grade SDI signals up to 12G transmitted data rate. It auto-adapts to data rate of
one SDI input signal, equalizes and re-clocks the signal to improve transmitted signal reach,
and distributes the signal to eight identical SDI outputs.

The VM-2H2 is a 1:2 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI 2.0 signals, complying
with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to two identical outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Reliable Wire Connectivity - Coaxial broadcast-grade cables are reliably connected via lockable

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per graphic channel).

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

BNC connectors, preventing unintentional wire disconnections, to gain fast and highly
professional uncompressed SDI signals distribution deployments.
Long-reach Input Extension - Input signal equalization and output signals reclocking to gain extra
signal long-reach extension. Using Kramer high-quality coaxial SDI cables, supports extension
of up to 300m (984ft) for SD signals; 200m (656ft) for 1.5G HD signals; 100m (328ft) for 3G and
6G HD signals; 80m (260ft) for 12G 4K signals.
Note: Reach depends on signal resolution, and quality of copper cable used. Reach extension
performance may vary while using non-Kramer coaxial cables.
Transmitted Data Rate - Auto-adapting from 270Mbps to 12Gbps data rates.
Compliance - Complies with SMPTE 259M (SD-SDI), 292M (HD-SDI), 344M (ED-SDI), 424M (3G
HD-SDI), ST-2081 (6G-SDI) and ST-2082 (12G-SDI) standards.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:2) 30bpp.
SDI Signal Transmission - SDI, HD-SDI, 3G HD-SDI, 6G and 12G SDI compliant signals, supporting
pass-through of standard embedded audio channels with ancillary ID and metadata information.
LED Indicators - Status indicators for transmitted SDI data rate of input and output connected
signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact DigiTOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for small footprint spaces and
over-ceiling mounting, or side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.
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●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, locking,

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Force RGB - When the display lacks YCbCr capabilities, the user can force native delivery of the
RGB color format in HDMI content to improve picture quality.
Selectable HDCP Authorization - Allows the user to control the appearance of an HDCP or nonHDCP input to the source to permit delivery of protection-free content, such as personal clips
and charts, without HDCP encryption. HDCP protected content is not passed in non-HDCP mode.
Field Maintenance - RS-232 connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer K-Upload
tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for HDMI input and
output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact Mega TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or
side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

VM-2UHD 1:2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI DA

VM-3H2 1:3 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 DA

The VM-2UHD is a 1:4 distribution amplifier for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 2.0 signals complying
with the HDCP 1.4 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to two identical outputs.

The VM-3H2 is a 1:3 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI 2.0 signals, complying
with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to three identical outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●●

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, locking,

●●

●●
●●

●●

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.
Auto Outputs Turn-on/off - All outputs are turned on when input signal is detected and are
turned off automatically, after user-selected delay, when no active input signal is detected.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID selection, handling, locking,
processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Field Maintenance - Mini-USB connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer
K-Upload tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for
HDMI input and output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and
troubleshooting.
DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Force RGB - When the display lacks YCbCr capabilities, the user can force native delivery of the
RGB color format in HDMI content to improve picture quality.
Selectable HDCP Authorization - Allows the user to control the appearance of an HDCP or nonHDCP input to the source to permit delivery of protection-free content, such as personal clips
and charts, without HDCP encryption. HDCP protected content is not passed in non-HDCP mode.
Field Maintenance - RS-232 connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer K-Upload
tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for HDMI input and
output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact Mega TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or
side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS (continued)
VM-3UHD 1:3 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI DA

VM-4H2 1:4 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 DA

The VM-3UHD is a 1:3 distribution amplifier for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 2.0 signals complying
with the HDCP 1.4 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to three identical outputs.

The VM-4H2 is a 1:4 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI 2.0 signals, complying
with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to four identical outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●●

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, locking,

●●

●●
●●

●●
●●

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.
Auto Outputs Turn-on/off - All outputs are turned on when input signal is detected and are
turned off automatically, after user-selected delay, when no active input signal is detected.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID selection, handling, locking,
processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Field Maintenance - Mini-USB connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer
K-Upload tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for
HDMI input and output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and
troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact Mega TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or
side-by-side rack mounting.
DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
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processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Force RGB - When the display lacks YCbCr capabilities, the user can force native delivery of the
RGB color format in HDMI content to improve picture quality.
Selectable HDCP Authorization - Allows the user to control the appearance of an HDCP or nonHDCP input to the source to permit delivery of protection-free content, such as personal clips
and charts, without HDCP encryption. HDCP protected content is not passed in non-HDCP mode.
Field Maintenance - RS-232 connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer K-Upload
tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for HDMI input and
output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact Mega TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or
side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

VM-4UHD 1:4 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI DA

VM-8HN 1:8+2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI DA

The VM-4UHD is a 1:4 distribution amplifier for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 2.0 signals complying
with the HDCP 1.4 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and
reclocks the signal and distributes it to four identical outputs.

The VM-8HN is a 1:8 distribution amplifier, with two loop ports, for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI
2.0 signals complying with HDCP 1.4 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI
input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to eight identical outputs and two
additional looping outputs.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,

●●

●● Auto Outputs Turn-on/off - All outputs are turned on when input signal is detected, and are

●●

●●
●●

●●
●●

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.
Auto Outputs Turn-on/off - All outputs are turned on when input signal is detected and are
turned off automatically, after user-selected delay, when no active input signal is detected.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID selection, handling, locking,
processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
Field Maintenance - Mini-USB connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer
K-Upload tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for
HDMI input and output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and
troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Compact Mega TOOLS™ fan-less enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or
side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC (OUT 1 only), 2K, 4K, and 3D.

turned off automatically, after a user-selected delay, when no active input signal is detected.

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID selection, handling, locking,

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●

processing and pass-through algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and
display systems.
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
User-Friendly Operation - Comprehensive signal distribution features and signal mode-forcing
options with ensured intuitive operation.
Force RGB - When the display lacks YCbCr capabilities, the user can force native delivery of the
RGB color format in HDMI content to improve picture quality.
Selectable HDCP Authorization - Allows the user to control the appearance of an HDCP or nonHDCP input to the source to permit delivery of protection-free content, such as personal clips
and charts, without HDCP encryption. HDCP protected content is not passed in non-HDCP mode.
Video Wall - Flexible output delay selection options to control the coherent and simultaneous
unmuted content presentation on all video wall output displays.
Field Maintenance - Mini-USB connection for simple field firmware upgrade with Kramer
K-Upload tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool, status indicators for
HDMI input and output connected signals, and power indicator, for ease of maintenance and
troubleshooting.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS (continued)
VM-10H2 1:10 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 DA

VM-2DT 1:2 4K60 4:2:0 Long−Reach HDBaseT DA

The VM-10H2 is a 1:10 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI 2.0 signals,
complying with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes
and reclocks the signal and distributes it to ten identical outputs.

VM-2DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT distributor that takes one
long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to two identical
HDBaseT outputs. The VM-2DT distributes native long-reach HDBaseT signals with up to
4K video resolution, along with their re-extension over long-reach HDBaseT to feature an
integrated extender distributor product.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● High Performance Distributor - High-quality professional 1:10 HDMI distribution of max

●● High Performance Extender Distributor - High-quality professional 1:2 distribution of native long-

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●
●●

4K@60Hz (4:4:4) video resolution signals. One HDMI 2.0 HDCP 2.2 input signal is amplified and
distributed to ten identical output signals, with signals rebuilt using Kramer Equalization & reKlocking™ Technology to gain longer traveling distances.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VM-10H2.
HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID and CEC (OUT 1 only)
signals are passed through from the source to the displays.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
User-Friendly Operation - Comprehensive signal distribution features and signal mode-forcing
options such as RGB forcing, HDCP authorization and video-wall synched-operation control
features for end-user quality of experience assurance. Intuitive, simple distributor operation is
further simplified with features like auto-EDID selection and setting.
Cost-Effective Field Maintenance - Mini-USB connection for simple field firmware upgrade with
Kramer K-Upload tool, easy EDID handling with Kramer EDID-Designer tool. Selectable distributor
options for unit operation, status indicators for HDMI input and output connected signals, and
power indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - 19” enclosure for rack mounting a unit in a 1U rack space with included rack
accessories, and powering from universal 100-240V AC power mains outlet.
Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.
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●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

reach HDBaseT signals, for deploying mid-way between AV source and multiple remote displays
and gaining extra long-reach extension. It is coupled with both sides, input and output, extension
of maximum 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp video resolution signal to maximum 40m (130ft) longreach over CAT copper cable, and even further reach for lower HD video resolution. Extender
distributor is standard, capable of being connected to any market-available HDBaseT compliant
extending products.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VM-2DT.
HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID and CEC (OUT 1 only)
signals are passed through from the source to the display.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
LED Indicators - Status indicators for HDBaseT input and output connected signals, and power
indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Twisted-pair cables for HDBaseT signals wiring. Compact Mega TOOLS™ fanless enclosure for over-ceiling mounting, or side-by-side rack mounting.
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

VM-3DT 1:3 4K60 4:2:0 Long−Reach HDBaseT DA

VM-4DT 1:4 4K60 4:2:0 Long−Reach HDBaseT DA

VM-3DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT distributor that takes one
long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to three identical
HDBaseT outputs. The VM-3DT distributes native long-reach HDBaseT signals with up to
4K video resolution, along with their re-extension over long-reach HDBaseT to feature an
integrated extender distributor product.

VM-4DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT distributor that takes one
long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to four identical
HDBaseT outputs. The VM-4DT distributes native long-reach HDBaseT signals with up to
4K video resolution, along with their re-extension over long-reach HDBaseT to feature an
integrated extender distributor product.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● High Performance Extender Distributor - High-quality professional 1:3 distribution of native

●● High Performance Extender Distributor - High-quality professional 1:4 distribution of native long-

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●
●●

long-reach HDBaseT signals, for deploying mid-way between AV source and multiple remote
displays and gaining extra long-reach extension. It is coupled with both sides, input and output,
extension of maximum 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp video resolution signal to maximum 40m (130ft)
long-reach over CAT copper cable, and even further reach for lower HD video resolution.
Extender distributor is standard, capable of being connected to any market-available HDBaseT
compliant extending products.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VM-3DT.
HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID and CEC (OUT 1 only)
signals are passed through from the source to the display.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
LED Indicators - Status indicators for HDBaseT input and output connected signals, and power
indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Twisted-pair cables for HDBaseT signals wiring. Standard half-width 19” rack
(1U) fan-less enclosure for side-by-side mounting of 2 units in a 1U rack space with included
rack mounting-ears.

●●

●●

●●
●●

reach HDBaseT signals, for deploying mid-way between AV source and multiple remote displays
and gaining extra long-reach extension. It is coupled with both sides, input and output, extension
of maximum 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp video resolution signal to maximum 40m (130ft) longreach over CAT copper cable, and even further reach for lower HD video resolution. Extender
distributor is standard, capable of being connected to any market-available HDBaseT compliant
extending products.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VM-4DT.
HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID and CEC (OUT 1 only)
signals are passed through from the source to the display.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
LED Indicators - Status indicators for HDBaseT input and output connected signals, and power
indicator, for ease of maintenance and troubleshooting.
Easy Installation - Twisted-pair cables for HDBaseT signals wiring. Standard half-width 19” rack
(1U) fan-less enclosure for side-by-side mounting of 2 units in a 1U rack space with included
rack mounting-ears.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS (continued)
VM-212DT 2x1:2 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & Extended−Reach HDBaseT with

VM-214DT 2x1:4 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & Extended−Reach HDBaseT with

The VM-212DT is 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI & extended-reach HDBaseT DA for HDMI and HDBaseT
signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signal and distributes it to two identical HDBaseT outputs
and a looping HDMI output. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0). This product offers
the versatility of control options and audio de-embedding.

The VM-214DT is a 2x1:4 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI & extended-reach HDBaseT DA for HDMI &
HDBaseT signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signal and distributes it to four identical HDBaseT
outputs and a looping HDMI output. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0). This product
offers the versatility of control options and audio de-embedding.

Ethernet, RS−232, IR & Stereo Audio Switchable DA

Ethernet, RS−232, IR & Stereo Audio Switchable DA

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDCP Compliant - Works with sources that support HDCP repeater mode.

●● HDCP Compliant - Works with sources that support HDCP repeater mode.

●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.

●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.

●● Automatic Live Input Detection - Based on video clock presence.

●● Automatic Live Input Detection - Based on video clock presence.

●● Automatic Analog Audio Detection & De-embedding.

●● Automatic Analog Audio Detection & De-embedding.

●● Looping HDMI Output - Allow monitoring and cascading to additional DAs.

●● Looping HDMI Output - Allow monitoring and cascading to additional DAs.

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - Intelligent EDID handling & processing

●●

●● System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K);

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.
System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K);
up to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.
Data Equalization and Reclocking.
Support for Digital Audio Formats.
Lockable EDID and Default EDID - For fast and efficient connection of the unit.
Support for EDID Designer.
Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.
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algorithm ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.

up to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.

●● Data Equalization and Reclocking.
●● Support for Digital Audio Formats.
●● Lockable EDID and Default EDID - For fast and efficient connection of the unit.
●● Support for EDID Designer.
●● Standard 19" (1U). Rack "ears" included.

VM-218DT 2x1:8 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI & Extended−Reach HDBaseT with

VM-400HDCPxl 1:4 4K60 4:2:0 DVI DA

VM-218DT is a high-quality, extended-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT distributor that takes
selectable one HDMI or extended-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the signal
and distributes it to eight identical extended-reach HDBaseT outputs, each with its Ethernet
and RS-232/IR control signals, and one loop HDMI output along with audio de-embedding to
analog stereo port. The VM-218DT distributes native extended-reach HDBaseT signals with up
to 4K video resolution, along with their re-extension over extended-reach HDBaseT to feature
integrated extender distributor product.

The VM-400HDCPxl is a 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 1:4 distribution amplifier for HDMI signals via
single-link DVI. It takes one DVI input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to
four identical outputs. With the appropriate adapter, it distributes signals having resolutions
up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), WUXGA and 1080p.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● High Performance Extender Distributor - High-quality professional 1:8 distribution of native

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

Ethernet, RS−232, IR & Stereo Audio Switchable DA

●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

extended-reach HDBaseT signals, for deploying mid-way between AV source and multiple
remote displays and gaining extra extended-reach extension. It is coupled with both sides,
input and output, extension of max 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp video resolution signal to maximum
100m (330ft) extended-reach over CAT copper cable, and even further reach for lower HD video
resolution. Extender distributor is standard, capable of being connected to any market-available
HDBaseT compliant extending products.
Cables - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/VM-218DT.
HDMI Signal Extension - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID signals are passed
through from the source to the display.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
Looping HDMI Output - Allow monitoring and cascading to additional DAs.
Ethernet Extension - Ethernet interface data flows in both directions, on each extension line,
allowing extension of up to 100Mbps Ethernet connectivity for LAN communication and control
of devices.
Bidirectional RS-232 Extension - Serial interface data flows in both directions, on each extension
line, allowing data transmission and control of devices.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60 (4:2:0), WUXGA and 1080p.
●● HDCP Compliance.
●● Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal integrity to travel

longer distances.

●● I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling and processing

algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.

●● Default EDID - For fast and efficient connection of the unit.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● USB Port - For firmware upgrading.
●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack

adapter.
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I DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS (continued)

I FORMAT & STANDARDS CONVERTERS

VM-4HDT 1:4 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI to Long−Reach HDBaseT DA

FC-69 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Audio Embedder/De−Embedder

The VM-4HDT is a high-quality 1:4 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT to HDBaseT distribution amplifier
that takes one HDMI input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to four identical
HDBaseT outputs. The VM-4HDT distributes signals having resolutions of up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0)
including WUXGA and 1080p.

The FC-69 is a high-performance 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4Kx2K HDMI audio embedder and
de-embedder. The unit can embed analog audio to the HDMI output or de-embed audio from
the HDMI input or from the HDMI output Audio Return Channel to S/PDIF and unbalanced
stereo audio outputs simultaneously.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4Kx2K.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per data channel).

●● HDMI Support - 3D, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, 3D.

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDCP Compliance - Sources that support HDCP output HDCP protected content.

●● HDCP Compliant.

●● HDBaseT Certified.

●● HDMI Support - ARC, 7.1 PCM, deep color.

●● Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal integrity to travel

●● Audio Embedding - Even without an HDMI source.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

longer distances.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling and processing
algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI systems.
Default EDID - For fast and efficient connection.
3D Pass-Through.
Range - 70m (230ft).
MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.
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●● Audio de-Embedding - To unbalanced analog and S/PDIF, selectable from input or ARC.
●● Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer

distances.

●● Sleep Mode - 5V on the output, following the input, allows the display to turn off when no video

is being sent.

●● Preconfigured Control Options - DIP-switches control locking/modifying EDID, HDCP, embedding/

de-embedding and sleep mode functionality.

●● DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

I RANGE EXTENDERS & REPEATERS
PT-3H2 4K60 4:4:4 HDMI HDCP 2.2 Extender

PT-101H2 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 Repeater

The PT-3H2 is a 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) equalizer and line driver for HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 signals.
The unit extends the range when using long HDMI cables.

The PT-101H2 is a high-performance 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) repeater and extender for HDMI 2.0
and HDCP 2.2 signals. For 4K@30Hz, it extends the range up to 20m (66ft) (15m to the input,
5m from the output).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● Range Extension - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) up to 10m (33ft), (5m on the input to the PT-101H2 and 5m

●● HDCP 2.2 & HDMI 2.0 Compliant.
●● HDMI Support - ARC, CEC.
●● Range - 10m to input, 10m from output, total 20m (65ft) at 4K60 (4:4:4); 25m to input, 15m

from output, total 40m (130ft) at 4K60 (4:2:0); 30m to input, 15m from output, total 45m (150ft)
at 1080p60.
●● External Power Supply Option.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

on the output); 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 20m (66ft) (15m on the input to the PT-101H2 and 5m
on the output).
Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per data channel).
Kramer Equalization & re-Klocking™ Technology - Rebuilds the digital signal to travel longer
distances.
HDMI Output Power Follows Input.
Transparent HDMI 2.x and HDCP 2.2 Support.
Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT rack
adapter.
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I RANGE EXTENDERS & REPEATERS (continued)
PT-101UHD 4K60 4:2:0 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 Repeater

691/692 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI MM/SM Fiber Optic Transmitter/Receiver with
USB, Ethernet, RS−232, IR & Stereo Audio over Ultra−Reach HDBaseT 2.0

The PT-101UHD is a high-performance repeater/extender for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and HDCP
2.2 signals. The unit can extend the range up to 20m (66ft) for 4K@30Hz and for 4K@60Hz
(4:2:0).

The 691 and 692 are a high-performance HDBaseT 2.0 fiber transmitter and receiver pair for
ultra-reach extension of 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals
over either multimode or single mode fiber optic. 691 encodes 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB 2.0,
audio, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR input signals that it transmits over HDBaseT 2.0 fiber optics.
The extended line receiver, such as Kramer 692, converts the HDBaseT 2.0 signal over fiber
optics back to 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB 2.0, audio, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR output signals.

FEATURES
●● Range Extension - Up to 20m(66ft) for 4K@30Hz and for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per data channel).
●● Re-clocking and Equalization.
●● HDMI Output Power Follows Input - There is no power on the output when there is no active

input.

●● Transparent HDMI 2.x and HDCP 2.2 Support.
●● Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT rack

adapter.
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FEATURES
●● High Performance Fiber Extender - High-quality HDBaseT fiber transmitter/receiver, supporting

●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

ultra-reach signal extension over either multi-mode or single-mode optical fiber infrastructure,
using Kramer pluggable OSP SFP+ units. The standard fiber extenders can connect to any
market-available HDBaseT compliant extending product. Extend a video signal of up to 4K
@60Hz (4:2:0) resolution to an ultra-reach range of up to 10km (6.2 miles) over single-mode fiber.
Note: To ensure Kramer support and warranty of the 691/692 products, use only Kramer's
certified hi-performance OSP SFP+ pluggable optical units. For optimum extension reach and
performance, use Kramer's OSP SFP+ units and recommended Kramer cables available at www.
kramerav.com/product/691. Non-Kramer cables may not reach these ranges.
HDBaseT 2.0 Compliant.
HDMI Signal Extension - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, HDMI 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D. EDID and CEC signals
are passed through from the source to the display.
I-EDIDPro™ Kramer Intelligent EDID Processing™ - An intelligent EDID handling, processing
and pass-through algorithm that ensures Plug and Play operation for HDMI source and display
systems.
USB 2.0 Extension - Pass-through for connecting HID (Human Interface Devices) peripheral
devices, such as a mouse or a keyboard. USB high-bandwidth using peripheral devices, such
as USB isochronous streaming cameras and audio devices, are transfer data continuously and
periodically. Delivery of their transferred data is not guaranteed by the USB standard and is
subject to both USB and HDBaseT line bandwidth management limitations. When such devices
are connected, check their functionality to ensure bandwidth limitations are not exceeded.
Ethernet Extension - Ethernet interface data flows in both directions allowing extension of up
to 100Mbps Ethernet connectivity for LAN communication and control of devices.
Bidirectional RS-232 Extension - Serial interface data flows in both directions allowing data
transmission and control of devices.
Bidirectional Infrared Extension - IR interface data flows in both directions allowing remote
control of peripheral devices located at either end of the extended line.
Audio Add (Embed) - Stereo unbalanced analog audio input is converted to digital signal and
added to (embedded within) transmitted signal. This allows user-selectable addition of a
separate local audio source to the extended signal, to be played at the remote display, such as
a presenter adding its explanatory speech to temporary overridden played-back audio sound
of the source video clip.
Cost-Effective Maintenance - Status LED indicators for HDMI input and the output HDBT link
facilitate easy local maintenance and troubleshooting. Remote device management via built-in
web UI or RS-232 control connection, and Kramer Network management. Local and remote
firmware upgrade via mini-USB, control RS-232 or Ethernet connection and the K-Upload tool
to ensure long field-proven deployment.
Easy Installation - Half 19” 1U rack mountable fan-less enclosure, of which two can be rackmounted side-by-side in a 1U rack space.

616R/T 4K60 4:2:0 Dual−link DVI Rx/Tx Extender over Ultra−Reach MM Fiber

I 692

The 616T and 616R are detachable 4K60 4:2:0 dual-link DVI over MM fiber ultra-reach transmitter
and receiver pair. They transmit uncompressed resolutions of up to WQXGA (2560x1600 @60Hz)
or WQUXGA (3840x2400 @33Hz vertical refresh rate) (4K) over dual-link DVI to a range of up to
500 meters (1640 feet). They use duplex multimode fiber optic cable with two LC connectors.
The 616T converts dual-link DVI signals to optical signals that it transmits to the 616R. The 616R
decodes the optical signals back to a dual-link DVI signal.
FEATURES
●● Max. Data Rate - 13.5Gbps (2.25Gbps per graphic channel).
●● Max. Resolution - HDTV: 480p, 720p, 1080p; Vesa: VGA to WQUXGA @33Hz (XGA not supported).
●● 4K Compatible.
●● Not HDCP Compliant.
●● Standards Compliance - Supports DVI1.0, fully implemented by fiber-optic communication and
DDC2B by virtual DDC; Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 and 2 of FCC and CE.
●● Laser Standards Compliance - IEC 60825-1, FDA 21CFR1040; Laser Class 1: Safety of laser
products.
●● System Range - Up to 500m (1640ft) (multimode).
●● EMI/RFI Free.
●● EDID Capture - Copies and stores the EDID from a display device (616T).
●● Cable - Duplex multimode fiber optic cable with two LC connectors.
●● Power - External power adapters (supplied) or 5V DC from source (auto detect).
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I RANGE EXTENDERS & REPEATERS (continued)
670T/670RN 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Transmitter/Receiver over Ultra−Reach MM
Fiber Optic

TP-780T/TP-780R 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI HDCP 2.2 PoE Transmitter/Receiver with
RS−232 & IR over Long−Reach HDBaseT

I 670RN

I TP-580T

The 670T and 670RN are a high-performance 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI over ultra-reach MM fiber
optic transmitter and receiver pair. The 670T converts an HDMI signal to an optical signal that
is transmitted over one single fiber optic cable to the 670RN receiver that converts it back to
an HDMI signal.

The TP-780T and TP-780R are a 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI PoE transmitter & receiver pair with
RS-232 & IR over long-reach HDBaseT. The TP-780T converts HDMI, RS-232, and IR signals into
a twisted pair signal that it transmits to a TP-780R receiver. The TP-780R converts the twisted
pair signal back into HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals. The TP-780T and TP-780R
support PoE (Power over Ethernet).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel) suitable for resolutions up to 4K at

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

30Hz, and for all HD resolutions. (When connected to the F670 input and/or output cards, 4K
is not supported due to limitations of the VS-1616D and VS-3232DN.)
Supports 4K x 2K Resolution - 670T when used with 670RN.
HDTV Compatible.
HDCP Compliant.
EDID PassThru - Passes EDID signals between the source and display.
HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD.
3D Pass-Through.
Signal Transmission - Transmits four TMDS video channels as well as one low-speed channel for
passing HDCP, EDID and a Hot Plug Detect (HPD) signal over one multimode fiber.
Laser Safety Compliance - IEC 60825-1, FDA 21CFR1040; Laser Class 1: Safety of laser products.
Device Compatibility - With optional F670 input and output cards of the VS-1616D and
VS-3232DN modular matrix switchers.
System Range - 1700m (5570ft) at 1080p @60Hz 12-bit over an optical cable, 400m (1300ft) at
4K resolution.
Cable - Multimode fiber optic OM3 cable with SC connectors.
DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.
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●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDBaseT™ Technology.
●● Power Over Ethernet - Allows a single HDBaseT LAN cable to provide both data and electrical

power to compatible devices.

●● TP-780T Provides Power to TP-780R.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● EDID PassThru - Passes EDID signals between the source and display.
●● 2K & 4K Support.
●● Bidirectional RS-232 & IR Interface - Commands and data can flow in both directions via the

RS-232 interface, allowing status requests and remote control of the destination unit.

●● System Range - 70m (230ft) at 2K, 40m (130ft) at 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) resolutions.
●● Cable - For optimum range and performance using HDBaseT™, use Kramer's BC-UNIKAT cable.

Note that the transmission range depends on the signal resolution, source and display used.
The distance using non-Kramer CAT 6 cable may not reach these ranges.
●● Indicators - Status LEDs for input, output, link and power.
●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B rack
adapter.

TP-780Txr/TP-780Rxr 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI PoE Transmitter/Receiver with
RS−232 & IR over Extended−Reach HDBaseT

TP-590TXR/TP-590RXR 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI PoE Transmitter/Receiver with

USB, Ethernet, RS−232, IR & Stereo Audio over Extended−Reach HDBaseT 2.0

I TP-580TXR

I TP-590RXR

The TP-780Txr/TP-780Rxr are an HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter and receiver pair for 4K60
(4:2:0), 2Kx4K HDMI, Ethernet, bidirectional RS-232, IR signals, and PoE. The TP-780Txr inputs
HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232, and IR signals and converts them into an HDBaseT twisted pair signal
that it transmits to a TP-780Rxr receiver. The TP-780Txr provides power remotely over Ethernet
to the TP-780Rxr in places where an external power supply is difficult to reach. The result is
that a single HDBaseT LAN cable can provide both data and power to compatible devices.

The TP-590TXR and TP-590RXR are a 4K60Hz (4:2:0) extended range, HDBaseT 2.0, transmitter
and receiver pair for high-speed USB 2.0, audio, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals. The
TP-590TXR converts the 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB 2.0, audio, RS-232, Ethernet and IR input
signals into an HDBaseT 2.0 twisted pair signal. The TP-590RXR converts the twisted pair signal
back into 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB 2.0, audio, RS-232, Ethernet and IR signals.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 2Kx4K.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDTV Compatible.

●● HDCP Compliant.

●● HDCP Compliant.

●● HDBaseT™ Technology.

●● HDBaseT Certified - V2.0 support.

●● Power Over Ethernet - Allows a single HDBaseT LAN cable to provide both data and electrical

●● USB Support - USB 1.1 & USB 2.0 (up to 127Mbps).

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●

power to compatible devices.
TP-780TXR Provides Power to TP-780RXR.
Ethernet Passthrough
HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC.
3D Pass-Through.
EDID PassThru - Passes EDID signals between the source and display.
2K & 4K Support.
Bidirectional RS-232 & IR Interface. - Commands and data can flow in both directions via the
RS-232 interface, allowing status requests and remote control of the destination unit.
System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K); up
to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using recommended Kramer cables
cables.
Cable - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/TP-780Txr.
Indicators - Status LEDs for input, output, link and power.

●● Supports Isochronous USB Cameras.
●● 2K and 4K Support in Normal Mode.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™ and 3D.
●● System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) at normal mode (2K), up to 100m at normal mode (4K); up

to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables.

●● Cables - For optimum range and performance, use Kramer's BC-UNIKAT cable. Note that the

●●
●●
●●
●●

transmission range depends on the signal resolution, source and display used. The distance
using non-Kramer CAT 6 cable may not reach these ranges.
EDID Pass Through - Passes EDID signals from the source to the display.
High Speed USB 2.0 Pass-Through - For connecting a peripheral device, such as, a mouse or a
keyboard.
Bidirectional RS-232 Interface - Data flows in both directions via the RS-232 interface, allowing
status requests and device control.
Power over Ethernet (PoE) - The transmitter can provide power over the TP cable to a PoEcompatible receiver.
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I RANGE EXTENDERS & REPEATERS (continued)
TP-580T/TP-580R/TP-580Txr/TP-580Rxr

4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Transmitters/Receivers with RS−232 & IR over Long/
Extended−Reach HDBaseT

I TP-580T

WP-580T/WP-580R/WP-580Txr/WP-580Rxr

4K60 4:2:0 HD MI Wall−Plate Transmitters/Receivers with RS−232 & IR over
Long/Extended−Reach HDBaseT

I WP-580R

The TP-580T, TP-580R, TP-580Txr and TP-580Rxr are 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI transmitters &
receivers with RS-232 & IR over long/extended-reach HDBaseT. The long-reach TP-580T/Txr
convert HDMI, RS-232, and IR signals into a twisted pair signal that they transmit to TP-580R/Rxr
receivers. The extended reach TP-580R/Rxr convert the twisted pair signal back into 4K60Hz
(4:2:0) HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals.

The WP-580T, WP-580R, WP-580Txr and WP-580Rxr are 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI
wall-plate transmitters & receivers with RS-232 & IR over long/extended-reach HDBaseT. The
WP-580T/Txr convert HDMI, RS-232, and IR signals into a twisted pair signal that they transmit
to WP-580R/Rxr receivers. The WP-580R/Rxr convert the twisted pair signal back into 4K@60Hz
(4:2:0) HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals. The WP-580Txr and WP-580Rxr are long reach
versions of the products.

FEATURES
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDBaseT™ Technology.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● EDID PassThru - Passes EDID signals between the source and display.
●● 2K & 4K Support.
●● Bidirectional RS-232 & IR Interface. - Commands and data can flow in both directions via the
RS-232 interface, allowing status requests and remote control of the destination unit.
●● System Range - Up to 70m (230ft) (TP-580T/R). Up to 130m (430ft) normal mode; up to 180m
(590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz @24bpp) when using BC-UNIKAT cables (TP-580Txr/Rxr).
●● Cable - For optimum range and performance using HDBaseT™, use Kramer's BC-UNIKAT cable.
Note that the transmission range depends on the signal resolution, source and display used.
The distance using non-Kramer CAT 6 cable may not reach these ranges.
●● Indicators - Status LEDs for input, output, link and power.
●● DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

FEATURES
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA.
●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDMI Support - Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● EDID PassThru - Passes EDID signals between the source and display.
●● 2K & 4K Support.
●● Bidirectional RS-232 & IR Interface. - Commands and data can flow in both directions via the
RS-232 interface, allowing status requests and remote control of the destination unit.
●● System Range - Up to 130m (430ft) normal mode; up to 180m (590ft) ultra mode (1080p @60Hz
@24bpp) when using recommended Kramer cables.
●● Cable - For optimum range and performance, use the recommended Kramer cables available
at www.kramerav.com/product/WP-580T.
●● Indicators - Status LEDs for input, output, link and power.
●● Dimensions - 12.4cm x 3.12cm x 7.9cm (4.88" x 1.29" x 3.12") US; 15.1cm x 2.96cm x 8.6cm (5.95"
x 1.17" x 3.39"), 15.1cm x 2.96cm x 8.0cm (5.95" x 1.17" x 3.15") EU W, D, H.
●● Wall Plate - 2 gang European or US.
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PT-580T 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI HDCP 2.2 Compact Transmitter over Long−Reach

TP-588D 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI/DVI PoE Receiver with Ethernet, RS−232, IR &

The PT-580T is a compact 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI transmitter over long-reach HDBaseT. The
unit inputs a 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signal that it converts to a twisted pair signal. An HDBaseT
receiver (for example the TP-580R or WP-580R) converts the twisted pair signal back into a
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signal and together they form a transmitter receiver pair.

The TP-588D is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K60Hz (4:2:0)
DVI/HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over twisted pair. The TP-588D decodes
an HDBaseT signal that it receives over twisted pair from a transmitter, such as TP-590TXR,
into 4K60Hz (4:2:0) DVI, HDMI, digital and analog audio, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR output signals.

FEATURES

FEATURES
●● Reach Extension - Up to 100m (330ft) at 4K @60Hz (4:2:0); up to 130m (430ft) at full HD (1080p
@60Hz 36bpp); up to 180m (590ft) at HDBaseT ultra mode and full HD (1080p @60Hz 24bpp),
when using Kramer HDBaseT cables.
●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 24bpp.
●● Transmitter Compliance - Complies with HDBaseT receiver.
●● HDMI Signal Transmission - HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 1.4 compliant signal, supporting deep color,
x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, Full HD, 2K, 4K, and 3D.
●● Multi-channel Audio Transmission - Up to 32 channels of digital stereo uncompressed signals
for supporting surround sound at studio level.
●● Audio Drop-and-Continue (De-embed) - The transmitted digital audio signal is extracted from the
AV signal (dropped), transmitted to the digital audio output, and converted to an analog signal
for transmission to stereo balanced/unbalanced analog audio output, while being transmitted
(continued) to the HDMI AV output. This enables high-quality audio playback by routing the
audio to external speakers in parallel to routing the audio to local speakers of the connected
AV sink device (such as TVs with speakers).
●● EDID Pass Through & Locking - Passes lockable EDID signals from the source to the display.
●● Ethernet Transmission - Ethernet interface data flows in both directions to allow extension of
up to 100Mbps Ethernet connectivity for LAN communication and device control.
●● Bidirectional RS-232 Transmission - Serial interface data flows in both directions to allow data
transmission and device control.
●● Bidirectional Infrared Transmission - IR interface data flows in both directions to allow remote
control of peripheral devices located at either end of the extended line.

HDBaseT

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps (3.4Gbps per graphic channel).
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).
●● HDTV Compatible.
●● HDCP Compliant.
●● HDBaseT Certified.
●● HDMI Support - Deep color, x.v.Color™, lip sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD.
●● 3D Pass-Through.
●● EDID Pass-Through - Passes EDID signals from the source to the display.
●● System Range - 70m (230ft) at 2K, 40m (130ft) at 4K (UHD) resolutions.
●● Cable - Shielded twisted pair (STP) cable recommended. For optimum range and performance

use, use Kramer's BC-UNIKAT cable. Note that the transmission range depends on the signal
resolution, graphics card and display used. The distance using non-Kramer CAT 5, CAT 6, and
CAT 7 cables may not reach these ranges.
●● Indicator - Power LED.
●● Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT rack
adapter.

Stereo Audio over Extended−Reach HDBaseT
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I SPECIALTY AV PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS
860 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 18G Signal Generator & Analyzer

KDS-EN6/KDS-DEC6 4K60 4:2:0 HDCP 2.2 Video Encoder/Streamer &

Decoder

I KDS-EN6

The 860 HDMI 18G (6G per graphic channel) Signal Generator & Analyzer is an advanced and
handy tool for generating, testing and verifying the signal path within your (up to) 4K@60Hz
(4:4:4) HDMI 2.0/HDCP 2.2 ecosystem. With 88 built-in resolutions, 55 test patterns and over a
dozen types of AV analysis functions, this unit provides an enormous range of testing options.
HDMI data packet, EDID and HDCP analysis is supported along with EDID upload and emulation.
Additionally the Status and Control Data Channel (SCDC) can be monitored, enabling HDMI
18G signal detection and analysis. Up to 8 channels of LPCM audio test tones can be generated
with a wide range of frequencies and audio levels.

The KDS-EN6 encoder and KDS-DEC6 decoder units provide streaming over an IP network that
carries 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) video, audio, IR, RS-232, USB over IP with HDCP 2.2 in unicast (one-toone) or multicast (many-to-many) configurations.

FEATURES
●● Video Support - HDMI 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) input/output.
●● Audio Support - HDMI/line in, 7.1 PCM, Dolby True-HD, and DTS-HD master audio.
●● Virtualization - IR, USB, RS-232 over IP.

FEATURES

●● Network - Switch 1G multicast IGMP snooping unmanaged layer 2.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Power - PoE or external power supply.

●● Standards Compliance - HDMI 2.0, DVI 1.0 and HDCP 1.4/2.2.

●● Control - Kramer Network, Web UI, API.

●● Data Path Analysis - Source and sink up to 18G HDMI signals (6G per graphic channel).

●● HDCP 2.2 Compliant.

●● Analysis of HDMI Data Packet.

●● Video Effects - PIP, video wall.

●● Analysis & Control of HDCP v1.4 and v2.2.

●● MegaTOOLS® - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-T2B

●● Analysis & Emulation of EDID Data - Including SCDC.
●● Analysis of Input Audio Signals.
●● HDR Bypass & Analysis Support.
●● HDMI Timing Generation - Up to 4096×2160 @60Hz (4:4:4), 8-bit.
●● VGA Output Supports - 350p, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 640×480, 800×600, 1024×768,

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

1280×1024, 1366×768, 1400×1050, 1440×900, 1600×900 (Reduced Blanking; RB), 1600×1200,
1680×1050, 1920×1200 (RB), 2048×1080p.
HDMI Output Supports - 350p, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 640×480, 800×600, 1024×768,
1280×1024, 1366×768, 1400×1050, 1440×900, 1600×900 (RB), 1600×1200, 1680×1050, 1920×1200
(RB), 3G4K, 6G4K.
Custom User Test Patterns - 640×480 & 1920×1080.
External Stereo Audio Input & Output.
LPCM Sinewave Audio Generation - Up to 8 channels.
Control Options - Front-panel, RS-232, Telnet, and IR remote controls.
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rack adapter.

KDS-MP4 4K60 4:2:0 Digital Signage Media Player

VCO-5 5−Port 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI Video Content Overlay Solution

The KDS-MP4 is a high-quality LAN-based 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) digital signage media player. The
unit receives content from the Media Manager software installed on the PC, either via LAN or
from an external USB memory stick, loads it into its internal memory and then displays it with
image quality of up to 4K60 4:2:0 via the HDMI output.

The VCO-5 is a video content overlay solution that overlays five independent graphic images to
any number of displays over standard HDMI in resolutions up to 4K. This enables the display
of individual, targeted messages for each and every display in your installation.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) Support.

●● Full HD Overlays - Static or animated, dynamic color image.

●● High Quality HDMI Video & Audio.

●● Overlays Any Size Content - With full transparency control.

●● Codec Format Support - MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG L2, MP3, H.264/MPEG-4, and VC-1.

●● Multiple Overlay Templates - For multiple applications.

●● Memory Options - 8GB internal.

●● Selectable Looping Output - For daisy-chaining any number of displays.

●● NTP Client - For time synchronization.

●● Centralized Control of all Promotional Overlays.

●● Integrated SMIL Control - CMS device management in LAN environments.

●● Support for Unlimited Number of Overlays and Displays.

●● SMIL 3.0 Instruction (Sub-Set) Support.

●● Error Reporting - Comprehensive error reporting for connected displays and overlays.

●● CMS Device Management - In LAN environments using the integrated SMIL control.

●● Full Overlay Automation - Automates entire overlay process from design to display, in multiple

●● Perforated Side Panel - For efficient heat dissipation.

locations.

●● VESA Standard Mounting Bracket - For mounting on-wall, inside a cabinet or to the VESA

●● Easy to Use - Feature-rich software - design, schedule, and display.

●● Media Manager Software - For easy, powerful and versatile management of digital signage

●● Desktop - Mount 2 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-1 adapter.

standard screw holes on the rear panel of a display.

content via a PC.
●● Media-Manager Multi-language Support - Ready-made templates for screen layouts, logos,
tickers and widgets.
●● Compact DigiTOOLS® - Built-in mounting bracket.

●● Enables Digital Signage with Unlimited Viewing Zones.
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I SPECIALTY AV PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS (continued)
FC-17 HDMI 4K60 4:4:4 / 4:2:0 Converter with HDCP 1.4 & 2.2

PT-1C 4K60 4:4:4 HDCP 2.2 HDMI 2.0 EDID Processor

FC-17 is a versatile HDMI 4K@60Hz (4:4:4/4:2:0) converter tool. The FC-17 enables
inter-operability between HDCP 2.2 and HDCP 1.4 systems. It can convert from 4:4:4 to 4:2:0
color sampling and enables EDID management via the user-friendly Windows application
software supplied with the device. The FC-17 also acts as a HDMI repeater that equalizes and
recovers TMDS data before re-transmitting, thus extending HDMI cable range to 5 meters from
the output at 4K resolutions.

The PT-1C is a 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDCP 2.2 HDMI EDID processor. It allows you to lock EDID
signals and to support or not support HDCP, multi-channel audio or deep color signals that
may or may not be compatible with the display.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per data channel).

●● HDMI Support - Up to HDMI 2.0.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● HDCP 1.4 & 2.2 Compliant.

●● HDMI Compatible.

●● HDMI Embedded Audio.

●● HDCP 2.2 Compliant.

●● EDID Options - Via DIP-switch setup: default, external or user-defined.

●● Line Powered Device - Power taken from the HDMI line, no power supply is needed.

●● LED Status Display.

●● Indicator - Power LED.

●● USB Port - For application control and upgrading firmware.

●● Controls - Four program DIP-switches control desired functions.

●● DigiTOOLS® - Mount 3 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-3T rack adapter.

●● Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT
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rack adapter.

PT-1Ci 4K60 4:4:4 HDMI Isolator

PT-2C 4K60 4:2:0 Extended EDID Processor

The PT-1Ci is a 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI isolator for data-sensitive HDMI installations (military,
banking, and such). It is an EDID buffer and storage device for HDMI signals that prevents
reverse communication of the DDC signal. The device blocks HDCP and prevents EDID passthrough. The PT-1Ci lets you read and capture an EDID securely and present it to sources for
compatibility with the display. The device has no effect on the audio and video streams.

The PT-2C is an EDID processor for 4K HDMI signals. It allows you to pass or block HDCP,
multi-channel audio or deep color signals that may or may not be compatible with the display.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 17.82Gbps (5.94Gbps per data channel).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Data Rate - 8.91Gbps (2.97Gbps per data channel).

●● HDMI Line Powered - No power supply is needed.

●● HDMI Compliance.

●● Indicator - Power LED.

●● Signal Reclocking.

●● Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT

●● Active Video Signal Source Detection.

rack adapter.

●● Configurable Timeout - For when the input signal is lost.
●● Pico TOOLS™ - Mount 4 units side-by-side in a 1U rack space with the optional RK-4PT

rack adapter.
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I CABLES & CONNECTORS
CLS-AOCH/60 / CP-AOCH/60 Active Optical 4K60 4:4:4 Pluggable HDMI
Cable − Low Smoke & Halogen Free / Plenum Rated

CLS-AOCH/XL / CP-AOCH/XL Active Optical High−Speed Pluggable HDMI
Cable − Low Smoke & Halogen Free / Plenum Rated

Kramer’s CLS-AOCH/60 & CP-AOCH/60 are
state-of-the-art Active Optical HDMI Cables for
running 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI 2.0 signals over
long distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple &
practical way. The interchangeable HDMI ends
quickly detach leaving a much smaller head to
pull through a conduit or other tight spaces with
the included pulling capsule. DVI ends can be
purchased separately.

Kramer’s AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI
Cable for running 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz
(4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft)
in a simple and practical way. The HDMI ends of
this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detaches leaving a
much smaller head that can be run through conduit
or other tight spaces with the included pulling
capsule. DVI ends can be purchased separately. The
AOCH cables are thinner, lighter and more flexible
than copper or even standard optical cables. They
provide transparent EDID and HDCP support
without signal attenuation. They also provide
reduced risk of EMI and RFI interference to provide
a perfect solution for critical AV installations that
demand the highest signal integrity.

AOCH/60 cables are thinner, lighter and more
flexible than copper or even standard optical
cables while providing transparent EDID and HDCP
support without signal attenuation. They also
provide reduced risk of EMI and RFI interference
for the perfect solution to critical AV installations
that demand the highest signal integrity. The CLS
model is low smoke & halogen free. The CP model
is plenum rated.
FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), 8-bit, full HD, 3D Deep Color across all

●● Max. Data Rate - 18Gbps.
●● Embedded Audio - PCM 8-channel, Dolby Digital True HD and DTS-HD Master Audio.
●● High-Quality Connectors - 24K gold-plated, corrosion-resistant and best possible connectivity.
●● Reduced EMI & RFI.
●● Thin Construction - 3.4mm (0.13”) diameter.
●● Small Bending Radius - Only 6mm (0.24”).
●● Jacket Construction - Low smoke CLS-AOCH/60 for Europe and plenum rated CP-AOCH/60 for

N. American jacket.
●● RoHS 2011/65/EU Compliant.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions from 10 to 100m (33 to 328ft).
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lengths.

●● Embedded Audio - PCM 8-channel, Dolby Digital True HD, DTS-HD Master Audio.
●● HDMI Compliance - HDCP, EDID, CEC.
●● Construction - 4 optical fibers and 6 copper wires.
●● No External Power - Powers the active units via the HDMI connector, consumes only 0.25W.
●● Very Thin Construction - 3.4mm (0.13") diameter.
●● Small Bending Ratio - Only 6mm (0.24").
●● Jacket Construction - Low smoke CLS-AOCH/XL for Europe and plenum rated CP-AOCH/XL for

N. American jacket.

●● Pull Strength - 500N (50kg).
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions from 10 to 100m (33 to 328ft).

CRS-AOCH/COLOR Rental & Staging Active Optical High−Speed HDMI Cable

CRS-AOCH/XL Rental & Staging Active Optical Pluggable HDMI Cable

Kramer’s CRS-AOCH/COLOR is an active optical
HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and 4K@30Hz
(4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m
(328ft). Built with a TPU-rated (thermoplastic
polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion
resistance, tensile strength and high tear
resistance, this cable can withstand the most
demanding conditions in rental, staging and
production setups. And it is thinner, lighter and
more flexible than copper cables.

The CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions
over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPUrated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has
excellent abrasion resistance, tensile strength and
high tear resistance, this cable can withstand the
most demanding conditions in rental, staging and
production setups. And it is thinner, lighter and
more flexible than copper cables.
The CRS-AOCH/XL includes transparent EDID, HDCP
and HDR support with no signal attenuation and
reduced risk of EMI and RFI interference. It's the
ideal solution for maximizing signal integrity in
critical AV installations.

The CRS-AOCH/COLOR includes transparent EDID
and HDCP support and reduced risk of EMI and RFI
interference for critical AV installations. The cable's
HDMI ends are color coded (green for source and
red for display) to prevent installation errors.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), 8-bit, full HD, 3D Deep Color across all

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) 8-bit, full HD, 3D Deep Color across all

●●

●● Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps.

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

lengths.
Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps.
Embedded Audio - PCM 8-channel, Dolby Digital True HD and DTS-HD Master Audio.
High-Quality Connectors - 24K gold-plated, corrosion-resistant and best possible connectivity.
EMI & RFI Immunity.
No External Power - Active units are powered via the HDMI connector.
Thin Construction - 4.5mm (0.18”) diameter.
Small Bending Radius - Only 6mm (0.24”).
Jacket Construction - TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane).
RoHS 2011/65/EU Compliant.
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions from 10m to 100m (33 to 328ft).

lengths.

●● Embedded Audio - PCM 8-channel, Dolby Digital True HD and DTS-HD Master Audio.
●● High-Quality Connectors - 24K gold-plated, corrosion-resistant and best possible connectivity.
●● EMI & RFI Immunity.
●● No External Power - Active units are powered via the HDMI connector.
●● Thin Construction - 4.5mm (0.18”) diameter.
●● Small Bending Radius - Only 9mm (0.35").
●● Jacket Construction - TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane).
●● RoHS 2011/65/EU Compliant.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions from 10 to 100m (33 to 328ft).
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I CABLES & CONNECTORS (continued)
CLS-AOCH / CP-AOCH Active Optical High−Speed HDMI Cable − Low Smoke
& Halogen Free / Plenum Rated

C-HM/HM High−Speed HDMI Cable
Kramer's C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for
high-performance HDMI cable.

Kramer’s AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI Cable
running 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over
longer distances up to 100m (328ft), in a simple
and practical way.

It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep
Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD,
DTS-HD, CEC.

The AOCH cables are thinner, lighter and more
flexible than copper or even standard optical
cables while providing transparent EDID and
HDCP support without signal attenuation and also
provide reduced risk of EMI and RFI interference
which provides a perfect solution for critical
AV installations that demand the highest signal
integrity.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4). 8-bit, full HD,3D Deep Color across all

●● Quality Performance - Kramer’s HDMI cables provide an uncompressed digital link between

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

lengths.
Max. Data Rate - 10.2Gbps.
Embedded Audio - PCM 8-channel, Dolby Digital True HD, DTS-HD Master Audio.
High-Quality connectors - 24Kt gold-plated, corrosion-resistant and best possible connectivity.
EMI & RFI Immunity.
HDMI Compliance - HDCP, EDID, CEC.
Construction - 4 optical fibers and 6 copper wires.
No External Power - Powers the active units via the HDMI connector, consumes only 0.25W.
Very Thin Construction - 3.4mm (0.13") diameter.
Small Bending Ratio - Only 6mm (0.24").
Jacket Construction - Low smoke CLS-AOCH for Europe and plenum rated CP-AOCH for N.
American jacket.
Pull Strength - 500N (50kg).
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions from 10 to 100m (33 to 328ft).
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●●
●●
●●
●●

consumer electronics equipment such as DVD players, set-top boxes and audio/video monitors
such as plasma display screens for high-definition TVs.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
High-Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, and offer the best possible
connectivity.
K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provides 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 15.2m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35 and 50ft).

C-HM/HM/ETH High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet

C-MHM/MHM Flexible High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet
K r a m e r ' s C - M H M / M H M i s a fl e x i b l e
high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that
supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and HDMI
Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync,
7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC.

Kramer's C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a
high-performance cable with molded HDMI
connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet
Channel, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip Sync, 7.1
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Quality Performance - Kramer’s HDMI cables provide an uncompressed digital link between

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●●
●●
●●
●●

consumer electronics equipment such as DVD players, set-top boxes and audio/video monitors
such as plasma display screens for high-definition TVs.
Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
High-Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, and offer the best possible
connectivity.
K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provides 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 15.2m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35, and 50ft).

●● K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provides 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.3 to 10.7m (1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 15, 25 and 35ft).
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I CABLES & CONNECTORS (continued)
C-HM/HM/PRO High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH Flat High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet
Kramer’s C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH high-speed flat HDMI
cable with Ethernet is designed for “invisible” and
long distance installations. It routes through the
wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind
the entertainment system with ease. The flat design
of the cable renders it unobtrusive. It supports
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

Kramer C-HM/HM/PRO series HDMI cables
deliver high-speed, high-performance digital
video and audio with impeccable impedance
stability, low skew, high signal integrity, and
noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
With pro-grade heavy-duty construction,
triple-shield bonded pairs and K-Lock connectors,
PRO series cables are robust and reliable for the
most demanding applications.
FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max. Data Rate - 18Gbps.

●● Quality Construction - Constructed from flexible flat cable structured to have less crosstalk and

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● Deep Color - Supports 24-bit, 30-bit, 36-bit and 48-bit (RGB or YCbCr) color depths. Best for

multimedia applications or home cinema and surround systems.

●● Multi-Channel Audio Support - Supports audio stream for external decoding by AV receivers
●●
●●
●●
●●

and automatic audio syncing capabilities.
High Quality Connectors - 24K gold-plated, corrosion-resistant and best possible connectivity.
K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provides 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
Shield - Triple overall shield against EMI/RFI interference
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 19.8m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50 and 65ft).
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interference than with traditional round HDMI cables.

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● High-Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, cut down on impedance and

offer the best possible connectivity.

●● K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provides 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 22.9m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50 and 75ft).

C-HM/HM/PICO Ultra−Slim Flexible High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet

CLS-HM/HM/ETH High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet - Low Smoke &
Halogen Free

Kramer's
CLS-HM/HM/ETH
is
a
high-performance HDMI cable with Ethernet having
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports
HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.Color™, Lip
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD and CEC. The
CLS Series is low smoke and halogen free.

Kramer's
C-HM/HM/PICO
is
an
ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet.
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable
diameter fits more easily into tight spaces
behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Max Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Quality Performance - Kramer’s new High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) cables provide

●● Quality Performance - Kramer’s new HDMI cables provide an uncompressed digital link between

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

consumer electronics equipment such as DVD players, set-top boxes and audio/video monitors
such as plasma display screens for high-definition TVs.
High-Quality Connectors - Slim HDMI connector heads 16.0 mm wide and 8.0mm thick (5/8"
wide and 5/16" thick).
Space Saving - A tighter bend radius combined with the low-profile connector can save up to
1" of depth behind the equipment.
HDMI Support - Signals up to ultra-HD 4K, HDMI Ethernet Channel, 3D, x.v.Color™, Deep Color,
Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC.
Available Colors - Black & white.
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.3 to 3.0m (1, 2, 3, 6 and 10ft).

an uncompressed digital link between consumer electronics equipment such as DVD players,
set-top boxes and audio/video monitors such as plasma display screens for high-definition TVs.
●● High-Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, and offer the best possible
connectivity.
●● Low Smoke, Halogen Free.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 15.2m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35 and 50ft).
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I CABLES & CONNECTORS (continued)
CP-HM/HM/ETH High−Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet − Plenum Rated

C-HM/HM/A-C High−Speed HDMI with Ethernet to Mini HDMI Cable
Kramer's 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), high-speed,
high-performance HDMI with Ethernet to mini HDMI
cable with molded HDMI connectors at both ends.
It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and
multi-channel audio in a single cable.

Kramer's HDMI plenum rated cables are
high-performance cables with molded HDMI
connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports
high-definition video plus multi-channel audio in
a single cable.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Plenum Rated - The low smoke and fire-resistant properties of plenum rated cable allow it to
●●

●●
●●
●●

reside in air return spaces of ceiling, floors, and walls, often saving the cost of installing conduit.
Quality Construction - 24AWG, HDMI cables provide an uncompressed digital link for digital
audio and high-definition signals between electronic source equipment such as DVD players,
set-top boxes and computers and high-definition televisions and large screen displays.
High-Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, and provide the best possible
connectivity.
K-Lock Pull-Resistant Connectors - Provide 15lbs of restraining force for a non-slip connection.
Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 4.6 to 15.2m (15, 25, 35, 40, 45, 50ft).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 3m (3, 6 and 10ft).

C-HM/HM/A-D High−Speed HDMI with Ethernet to Micro HDMI Cable
Kramer's 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), high-speed,
high-performance HDMI with Ethernet cable that
has a molded HDMI connector at one end and micro
connector at at the other. It supports resolutions up
to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a single
cable.

FEATURES
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 3m (3, 6 and 10ft).
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C-DPM/DPM DisplayPort Cable

C-HM/DM HDMI to DVI Cable
Kramer's
HDMI/DVI
series
are
high-performance cables with HDMI connectors at
one end and a DVI connector at the other. They are
designed to connect between digital video sources
and displays and recorders that don’t have both DVI
and HDMI connectors.

Kramer's C-DPM/DPM cable for DisplayPort helps
set a new digital standard for high-resolution video.
It offers a locking connector, higher bit rates,
deeper color modes, and supports optional
128-bit encryption, stereoscopic 3D, and other
advancements over HDMI and DVI. It supports
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Quality Construction - HDMI to DVI Single Link (18+1 pin) cable provides excellent conductivity

●● Supports DisplayPort 1.2.

at high frequencies and longevity without degradation.
●● High Quality Connectors - Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion and offer the best possible
connectivity.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.15 to 15.2m (0.5, 3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35, and
50ft).

C-MDPM/MDPM Flexible DisplayPort Cable
Kramer's C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort
cable. It is a high-performance cable with molded
connectors at both ends that supports resolutions
up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● Max. Data Rate - 21.6Gbps.
●● Varied Selection of Lengths - Available in versions of 0.9 to 15.0m (3, 6, 10, 15, 25, 35 and 50ft).

ADC-U31C USB 3.1 Type−C Adapter Cables

I ADC-U31C/HF

I ADC-U31C/DPF

Kramer’s ADC-U31C is a family of USB 3.1 Type-C
adapter cables that lets you output video and audio
from a USB Type-C™ device. They easily connect
extra monitors to a laptop or desktop without
having to use an extra graphic card. These short
cable adapters are ideal for connecting your USB
Type-C MacBook, Chromebook or laptop to a
monitor or projector that support resolutions up
to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).

FEATURES
●● Max. Resolution - 4K@60Hz (4:4:4).
●● Compatible with Windows & Mac.
●● Mirror or Extend a Computer Display Workspace.
●● Plug and Play Installation - No drivers required, bus powered.
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I SIERRA VIDEO
SMP-xx SierraView™ SMP-xx 4-16 Input Modular MultiViewer 1RU

MP-xx SierraView™ MP-xx 4-72 Input Modular MultiViewer 3RU

Our fully featured SMP-xx MultiViewer can now provide outputs at resolutions up to 4K/30Hz
using our new MPX-MVC-6G output module and associated RMP-MVC-6G back interface panel.
The new 4K/30Hz output card provides two independent HDMI outputs up to 4K/30Hz and
parallel 1.0/2.3 outputs up to 6G-SDI.

Our fully featured MP-xx MultiViewer can now provide outputs at resolutions up to 4K/30Hz
using our new MPX-MVC-6G output module and associated RMP-MVC-6G back interface panel.
The new 4K/30Hz output card provides two independent HDMI outputs up to 4K/30Hz and
parallel 1.0/2.3 outputs up to 6G-SDI.

FEATURES

FEATURES

●● Modular Frame – Up to 16 Video inputs.

●● Modular Frame – Up to 72 Video inputs.

●● Up to 4K/30Hz Output Resolution.

●● Up to 4K/30Hz Output Resolution.

●● Dual Independent Outputs.

●● Dual Independent Outputs.

●● Multi-format Input Options.

●● Multi-format Input Options.

●● Advanced Audio Level Metering.

●● Advanced Audio Level Metering.

●● Size 19” (1U).

●● Size 19” (3U).
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DISTRIBUIDOR EM PORTUGAL

R. Sá de Figueiredo 6 – C
2790-233 Carnaxide
Telef. (+351) 21 417 76 21
Fax. (+351) 21 030 00 31
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